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REQUEST FOR DIRECT APPELLATE REVIEW 

 Exxon Mobil Corporation’s (ExxonMobil or Company) 

business operations--the extraction and production of 

fossil fuels--and consumer use of those products make it 

one of the largest sources of greenhouse gas emissions 

in the United States. It is also the world’s largest 

investor-owned oil and gas company. The Company markets 

its securities to Massachusetts investors, which hold 

billions of dollars of the Company’s shares, for them-

selves and their clients. ExxonMobil also markets its 

fossil fuel products to Massachusetts consumers at hun-

dreds of ExxonMobil-branded Massachusetts service sta-

tions. After this Court upheld the Attorney General’s 

right to investigate ExxonMobil for its climate change-

related statements,1 the Commonwealth sued the Company 

for violating Chapter 93A by deceiving Massachusetts in-

vestors about the existential threat climate change 

poses to the Company’s economic survival and Massachu-

setts consumers about the fact that its fossil fuel 

products cause the devastating effects of climate 

change. 

 The Commonwealth asks this Court to grant this re-

quest for direct appellate review of ExxonMobil’s appeal 

of the Superior Court’s denial of its special motion to 

 
1 Exxon Mobil Corp. v. Attorney General, 479 Mass. 312 

(2018) (transferred sua sponte from Appeals Court), 
cert. denied sub nom., Exxon Mobil Corp. v. Healey, 139 
S. Ct. 794 (2019). 
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dismiss the Commonwealth’s amended complaint under G.L. 

c. 231, § 59H (the anti-SLAPP statute (strategic law-

suits against public participation)). It makes that re-

quest because of the importance of the issues and, in 

the interests of judicial economy and orderly litiga-

tion, the need to obtain prompt and final resolution of 

the issues presented so that its law enforcement action 

may fully proceed. ExxonMobil’s misuse of the anti-SLAPP 

statute is just the latest in a series of spurious tac-

tics, first to delay the Attorney General’s investiga-

tion, and now to impede the Commonwealth’s enforcement 

action. While the Superior Court correctly denied Exx-

onMobil’s special motion based on settled law, this ap-

peal also raises the novel, threshold question whether 

the anti-SLAPP statute applies to an enforcement action 

by the Attorney General on behalf of the Commonwealth to 

vindicate the public interest. Given the widespread at-

tention on these proceedings, other defendants are 

likely to replicate ExxonMobil’s vexatious misuse of the 

anti-SLAPP statute to, like ExxonMobil, delay and impede 

actions by the Commonwealth to enforce state law. 

 For those reasons and based on the important issues 

presented and the public interest, the Commonwealth re-

quests that this Court expedite its consideration of 

this application and then grant it. See Blanchard v. 

Steward Carney Hosp., Inc., 483 Mass. 200, 213 n.16 

(2019) (“parties may seek leave of the appellate court 
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to expedite an interlocutory appeal” of the denial of an 

anti-SLAPP motion). And if this Court grants this ap-

plication, the Commonwealth further requests that the 

Court schedule the matter for argument during the 

Court’s earliest possible sitting. See id. Like ExxonMo-

bil’s efforts to forestall the underlying Chapter 93A 

investigation, e.g., Exxon Mobil, 479 Mass. at 312-30, 

this appeal has unjustifiably delayed progress in the 

Superior Court. Given the gravity of the Commonwealth’s 

claims and the public interests at stake, the time is 

long-past due for the Commonwealth’s case to advance 

unhindered by ExxonMobil’s repeated delay strategies. 
 

PRIOR PROCEEDINGS 

Following protracted litigation concerning the At-

torney General’s investigation of ExxonMobil’s climate-

change-related statements, see infra pp.11-13, on Octo-

ber 24, 2019, the Attorney General filed a civil com-

plaint against ExxonMobil on behalf of the Commonwealth 

in Suffolk Superior Court. Add-36. There, the Common-

wealth alleged that ExxonMobil violated, and continues 

to violate, Chapter 93A by deceiving Massachusetts in-

vestors about the risk climate change poses to the Com-

pany’s viability and the value of its securities and to 

Massachusetts consumers about the fact that use of its 

fossil fuel products causes climate change. 

 On November 29, 2019, ExxonMobil removed the Com-

monwealth’s action to the United States District Court 
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for the District of Massachusetts. Acting on the Com-

monwealth’s remand motion, the court (Young, J.) re-

manded the case to the Suffolk Superior Court. See Mas-

sachusetts v. Exxon Mobil Corp., 462 F. Supp. 3d 31, 34 

(D. Mass. 2020). ExxonMobil did not appeal. 

 On remand, the Commonwealth filed an amended com-

plaint, refining and updating its allegations. Add-38.2 

On July 30 and August 5, 2020, ExxonMobil served two 

motions to dismiss. In its first “special” motion to 

dismiss, the Company invoked Massachusetts’ anti-SLAPP 

statute (G.L. c. 231, § 59H) and argued that the Com-

monwealth’s claims are based solely on ExxonMobil’s pe-

titioning activities. In its second motion to dismiss, 

the Company invoked Mass. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(2) and (6) 

and argued, among other things, that Massachusetts 

courts lack personal jurisdiction over it (even though 

this Court had already reached the opposite conclusion). 

 On June 24, 2021, the court (Green, J.) denied both 

motions. Add-41, 49. On August 17, 2021, ExxonMobil 

timely noticed an interlocutory appeal of the Superior 

Court’s denial of its special motion to dismiss. See 

Blanchard, 483 Mass. at 212 (re-affirming right to in-

terlocutory appeal of anti-SLAPP motion denial). The Ap-

peals Court docketed the appeal on September 27, 2021. 
 

 
2 The Commonwealth’s amended complaint is available 

at: https://www.mass.gov/doc/june-5-2020-amended-exxon-
complaint/download. 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 The Attorney General is Massachusetts’ “chief law 

officer” with a “common law duty to represent the public 

interest,” Sec’y of Admin. & Fin. v. Att’y Gen., 367 

Mass. 154, 159, 163 (1975), and express authority to 

investigate, and to bring an action against, any person 

who she believes has engaged in practices that violate 

Chapter 93A. G.L. c. 93A, §§ 2(a), 4, 6; Commonwealth v. 

Mass. CRINC, 392 Mass. 79, 88 (1984) (“The Attorney Gen-

eral is given specific power ... to enforce” Chapter 

93A). Liability under Chapter 93A is broad, Exxon Mobil, 

479 Mass. at 315, and can arise from half-truths and 

omissions, Commonwealth v. AmCan Enter., 47 Mass. App. 

Ct. 330, 334 (1999). Marketing may, for example, “con-

sist of a half-truth, or even may be true as a literal 

matter, but still create an over-all misleading impres-

sion through failure to disclose material information.” 

Exxon Mobil, 479 Mass. at 320 (citation omitted). 

 On April 19, 2016, the Attorney General commenced 

an investigation of ExxonMobil’s marketing and sale of 

securities to Massachusetts investors and its marketing 

and sale of its fossil fuel products to Massachusetts 

consumers. Id. at 313-14. Based on publicly released 

internal ExxonMobil documents, the Attorney General 

formed a belief that the Company may have engaged in a 

decades-long campaign to hide from consumers and inves-

tors its knowledge that using its fossil fuel products 
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would cause life-altering impacts on the earth’s climate 

and that those impacts would threaten the Company’s fi-

nancial viability. Id. at 313. Fossil fuel products, 

including those that ExxonMobil markets to Massachusetts 

consumers, are responsible for “nearly half of U.S. en-

ergy-related carbon dioxide emissions (by far the domi-

nant contributor to overall greenhouse gas emissions).” 

Am. Compl. ¶ 223. ExxonMobil is the largest publicly 

traded oil and gas company in the world, id. ¶ 1, and 

spent “$56 million ... on climate-focused” brand mar-

keting between 2015 and 2019 alone, id. ¶ 663. 

 In response, ExxonMobil sought to thwart the At-

torney General’s investigation at every turn. The Com-

pany sued the Attorney General in the United States Dis-

trict Court for the Northern District of Texas (trans-

ferred later to the Southern District of New York) and 

the Suffolk Superior Court to block enforcement of the 

Civil Investigative Demand (CID) the Attorney General 

issued to the Company as part of her investigation.3 

After protracted and resource intensive litigation in 

both courts where ExxonMobil claimed, among other 

things, that the Attorney General’s CID was issued to 

 
3 Exxon Mobil Corp. v. Maura Tracy Healey, Civ. A. No. 

4:16-CV-469 (N.D. Tex., filed June 15, 2016), trans-
ferred to, Civ. A. No. 17-cv-02301 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 30, 
2017), appeal pending, No. 18-1170 (2d Cir., argued Feb. 
18, 2020); In re Civil Investigative Demand No. 2016-
EPD-36, Civ. A. No. 16-1888F (Suffolk Super. Ct., filed 
June 16, 2016). 
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retaliate against ExxonMobil for expressing a viewpoint 

on climate change policy with which the Attorney General 

disagreed, the Attorney General ultimately prevailed.  

The Southern District of New York found ExxonMo-

bil’s “allegations that the [Massachusetts and New York 

Attorneys General] are pursuing bad faith investigations 

... to violate Exxon[Mobil]’s constitutional rights ... 

implausible,” Exxon Mobil Corp. v. Schneiderman, 316 F. 

Supp. 3d 679, 686-87 (S.D.N.Y. 2018), and its contention 

that the Attorneys General had an intent to chill the 

Company’s speech a “wild stretch of logic,” id. at 689. 

The Court also described ExxonMobil’s requested relief 

as “extraordinary,” and, accordingly, characterized the 

Company’s action as “running roughshod over the adage 

that the best defense is a good offense.” Id. at 686. 

This Court likewise confirmed that the Attorney Gen-

eral’s investigation was not based “solely” on a “pre-

text” to violate the ExxonMobil’s constitutional rights 

or any “actionable bias.” Exxon Mobil, 479 Mass. at 327-

28. 

 Undeterred by ExxonMobil’s litigation tactics, the 

Attorney General continued her investigation through 

other means. Am. Compl. ¶¶ 3-4. Following that investi-

gation, during which ExxonMobil used (and continues to 

use) the shield of its still pending federal appeal to 

avoid producing any documents, the Attorney General, on 

October 10, 2019, notified ExxonMobil that she intended 
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to sue the Company for violating, and continuing to vi-

olate, Chapter 93A. See G.L. c. 93A, § 4. In response, 

ExxonMobil filed an emergency motion to delay the filing 

of the complaint--a motion that the Superior Court 

(Brieger, J.) denied as lacking “any statutory authority 

whatsoever.” Tr. of Mot. Hr’g at 28:7, In re Civil In-

vestigative Demand No. 2016-EPD-36, C.A. No. 16-1888-F 

(Suffolk Super. Ct. Oct. 24, 2019). ExxonMobil did not 

seek review of that ruling. 

 On October 24, 2019, the Attorney General filed a 

complaint on behalf of the Commonwealth against ExxonMo-

bil for violating, and continuing to violate, Chapter 

93A. Rather than face the Attorney General’s serious 

investor and consumer deception allegations in state 

court, ExxonMobil removed the case to the District of 

Massachusetts even though the Commonwealth had alleged 

only state-law Chapter 93A claims. The District of Mas-

sachusetts (Young, J.) rejected all of ExxonMobil’s re-

moval arguments. Massachusetts, 462 F. Supp. 3d at 34. 

In doing so, the court agreed that the “Commonwealth’s 

analogy to the tobacco industry ... is apt,” and found 

that “[c]ontrary to ExxonMobil’s caricature of the com-

plaint,” the Commonwealth had alleged “only corporate 

fraud.” Id. at 43-44. “The complaint,” the court con-

tinued, “alleges that ExxonMobil hid or obscured the 

scientific evidence of climate change and thus duped its 

investors about the long-term health of its corporation 
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and defrauded consumers of its fossil fuel products.” 

Id. at 43. 

With ExxonMobil’s latest litigation tactic de-

railed, on June 5, 2020, the Attorney General filed a 

three-count, two-hundred page amended complaint in Suf-

folk Superior Court detailing ExxonMobil’s violations of 

Chapter 93A. There, the Commonwealth alleges that Exx-

onMobil has known for decades that its fossil fuel prod-

ucts cause climate change, Am. Compl. ¶¶ 69-114, climate 

change could be “catastrophic” for a “substantial frac-

tion of the earth’s population,” id. ¶ 96, “major re-

ductions” in fossil fuel use would be required to miti-

gate those climate change effects, id. ¶ 107; see also 

id. ¶¶ 77, 95, 108, 112-13 (similar statements), and 

such mitigation efforts and climate change effects them-

selves pose a serious threat to the survival of its 

business and systemic risks to the economy, id. ¶¶ 72, 

75, 83, 90, 101. Despite that knowledge, ExxonMobil de-

cided to hide the truth from Massachusetts investors 

“about the material climate-driven risks to its busi-

ness,” and from Massachusetts consumers “about how its 

fossil fuel products cause climate change” in an effort 

“to increase its short-term profits [and] stock price 

and access to capital.” Id. ¶ 1. 

 As the Superior Court found, the Commonwealth’s 

three claims are based both on ExxonMobil’s failure to 

disclose material information to Massachusetts investors 
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and consumers and its deceptive statements to Massachu-

setts investors and consumers. Add-43-44, 46-48. In its 

investor claim (count I), the Commonwealth alleges, for 

example, that ExxonMobil has repeatedly informed inves-

tors that it “will face virtually no meaningful ... risks 

from climate change.” Am. Compl. ¶ 497. In its first 

consumer claim (count II), the Commonwealth alleges, for 

example, that ExxonMobil markets its gasoline to Massa-

chusetts consumers as being “engineered for: [b]etter 

gas mileage” and “[l]ower emissions” and being “2X 

Cleaner.” Id. ¶ 595 (quotations omitted); see also, 

e.g., id. ¶ 589. And in its second consumer claim (count 

III), the Commonwealth alleges, for example, that Exx-

onMobil has perpetrated a years-long “greenwashing” cam-

paign through, among other things, its “Protect Tomor-

row. Today,” brand-marketing campaign, which portrays 

the Company as working to protect the environment, id. 

¶¶ 639-44, while, in fact, it is “ramp[ing] up [its] 

fossil fuel exploration, development, and production ac-

tivities,” id. ¶ 650, see also id. ¶¶ 659, 693. 

 The Superior Court (Green, J.) denied both ExxonMo-

bil’s anti-SLAPP special motion to dismiss, Add-41, and 

its Rule 12(b)(2) and 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss, Add-

49. In its Rule 12(b) decision, the Court found, once 

again, that Massachusetts courts may exercise personal 

jurisdiction over ExxonMobil, Add-55-63, and then held 

that the Commonwealth has alleged sufficient facts to 
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plausibly suggest an entitlement to relief on each of 

its three Chapter 93A claims, Add-64-74. With respect to 

ExxonMobil’s special motion to dismiss, the court did 

not address the important legal question whether the 

anti-SLAPP statute applies to claims brought by the At-

torney General on behalf of the Commonwealth to enforce 

Massachusetts law. Add-44 n.3. Instead, the court held 

that the Company “failed to meet its threshold burden” 

to “show[] that the Commonwealth’s claims are based 

solely on Exxon[Mobil]’s petitioning activities.” Add-

44. First, it found that the Commonwealth’s claims are 

based, in part, on ExxonMobil’s omissions (i.e., the 

Company’s failure to disclose material information to 

investors and consumers) and that the anti-SLAPP statute 

applies only to affirmative statements, not omissions. 

Add-44-45. Second, it found that the Commonwealth’s 

claims are also based, in part, on ExxonMobil’s state-

ments seeking to “influenc[e]” investors and consumers’ 

investment and purchasing choices (i.e., the statements 

have a commercial purpose) and thus do not constitute 

petitioning. Add-47-48. ExxonMobil’s appeal of that de-

cision is the subject of this application. 
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ISSUES OF LAW RAISED BY THE APPEAL 

 The Commonwealth seeks direct appellate review of 

two issues that were properly raised and preserved in 

the Superior Court: 

 1. Whether the anti-SLAPP statute applies to a law 

enforcement action brought by the Attorney General on 

behalf of the Commonwealth based on her common law and 

statutory authority to protect and promote the public 

interest?  

 2. Whether the Superior Court decided correctly 

that the Commonwealth’s Chapter 93A claims are not 

“based solely” on ExxonMobil’s petitioning where those 

claims are based on material omissions and commercial 

marketing intended to influence investor and consumer 

decisions? 
 

ARGUMENT 

 ExxonMobil’s appeal will present two issues for 

resolution: the novel question whether the anti-SLAPP 

statute even applies to actions brought by the Attorney 

General, and whether, if it does, the Superior Court 

erred in denying ExxonMobil’s motion to dismiss. The 

Superior Court did not reach the first, novel question 

because the court correctly discerned that it was clear 

that, even if the statute does apply, ExxonMobil’s spe-

cial motion to dismiss should be denied under this 

Court’s precedents. However, the predicate question 

whether the statute even applies at all undoubtedly 
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presents a “novel” issue of “such public interest” that 

it warrants resolution by this Court, Mass. R. App. P. 

11(a), and that issue should be resolved in the Attorney 

General’s favor. So too does the public interest warrant 

this Court’s expeditious rejection of ExxonMobil’s ap-

peal under the settled anti-SLAPP standard in order that 

this important case, so long delayed by ExxonMobil’s 

vexatious litigation strategy, not be further delayed 

any longer than necessary. 
 
I. The Anti-SLAPP Statute Does Not Apply to Civil 

Actions Filed by the Attorney General on Behalf 
of the Commonwealth to Enforce State Law. 

 The anti-SLAPP statute’s text, purpose, and context 

demonstrate that the Legislature did not intend for the 

law to apply to law enforcement actions by the Attorney 

General on behalf of the Commonwealth to vindicate the 

public interest. Indeed, “[t]he circumstances presented 

here are just the type of ‘wholly different circum-

stances’ to which the anti-SLAPP statute was not meant 

to, and does not, apply.” In re Hamm, 487 Mass. 394, 

398-99 (2021) (citation omitted). By all accounts, the 

Legislature, in 1994, enacted the anti-SLAPP statute to 

counteract a “disturbing increase in [meritless] law-

suits,” 1994 House Doc. No. 1520 (preamble), “brought by 

large private interests to deter common citizens from 

exercising their political or legal rights or to punish 

them for doing so,” Duracraft Corp. v. Holmes Prods. 
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Corp., 427 Mass. 156, 161 (1998).4 The Attorney General, 

of course, is not a “large private interest,” and Exx-

onMobil is not a “common citizen”; instead, it is a 

defendant in a serious law enforcement matter. 

 This case thus presents yet another instance where 

this Court should narrow the anti-SLAPP statute’s “prob-

lematic sweep,” Blanchard v. Steward Carney Hosp., Inc., 

477 Mass. 141, 159 (2017), to eliminate its misuse as a 

device to delay law enforcement actions like this one. 

See People v. Health Labs. of N. Am., 87 Cal. App. 4th 

442, 451 (2001) (“False advertising enforcement actions 

could be particularly susceptible to delay by the moving 

manufacture’s easy assertion [in an anti-SLAPP motion] 

that the prosecutor’s action interfered with its” First 

Amendment rights).5 Indeed, this is not the first time a 

party has used the anti-SLAPP statute to try to thwart 

an enforcement action by the Commonwealth, but it should 

be the last. Commonwealth v. Commonwealth Tank, Inc., 

Civ. A. No. 17-2306-D (Suffolk Super. Ct. Nov. 13, 2017) 

(denying special motion to dismiss environmental 

 
4 As this Court stated in Duracraft, “[o]ne lawsuit” 

between private parties “appears to have been the impe-
tus for introduction of the anti-SLAPP legislation.” 427 
Mass. at 161. 

5 Unlike § 59H, California’s law excludes “enforcement 
action[s] brought in the name of the people of ... Cal-
ifornia,” Cal. Civ. Proc. § 425.16(d), but that exclu-
sion was added only “to confirm the existence of the 
prosecutorial exemption assumed by the [statute’s] 
drafters,” City of Long Beach v. Cal. Citizens for Neigh-
borhood Empowerment, 111 Cal. App. 4th 302, 307 (2003). 
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enforcement action). Given this case’s public nature,6 

defendants, like ExxonMobil here, will undoubtedly in-

voke the statute to impede actions by the Commonwealth 

to enforce Massachusetts remedial statutes like Chapter 

93A absent a ruling from this Court that the anti-SLAPP 

statute simply does not apply to such actions. 

 A sound textual basis supports such an interpreta-

tion. First, the Legislature carved out an express role 

for the Attorney General to further the anti-SLAPP stat-

ute’s purpose--aiding a defendant in its defense against 

a SLAPP suit--and that is the only reference to the 

Attorney General in the statute. G.L. c. 231, § 59H; see 

also Beeler v. Downey, 387 Mass. 609, 616 (1982) (“lan-

guage should not be implied” where it is “employed ... 

in one paragraph, but not in another”). Second, by con-

trast, the Legislature authorized a “party” to file a 

“special motion to dismiss” only the other “party[’s] 

claims against it, G.L. c. 231, § 59H, and it is settled 

that, absent an express statement, generic terms like 

party, person, and whoever do not encompass the State, 

e.g., Hanson v. Commonwealth, 344 Mass. 214, 219 (1962).7 

 
6 E.g., Erik Larson, Exxon Seeking Dismissal of Mas-

sachusetts AG’s Climate Lawsuit, Bloomberg, Aug. 4, 
2020, https://tinyurl.com/vabb979x. 

7 See also Bretton v. State Lottery Comm’n, 41 Mass. 
App. Ct. 736, 738-39 (1996) (state commission not sub-
ject to suit where statute “contains no explicit indi-
cation that governmental entities” come within “its pro-
visions”); compare G.L. c. 161C, § 6 (defining term 
“party” to include the Commonwealth). 
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Third, the Legislature authorized a party who prevails 

on a special motion to dismiss to recover its “costs and 

reasonable attorney’s fees,” G.L. c. 231, § 59H, but it 

did not also expressly, as this Court’s opinions re-

quire, authorize a prevailing party to recover attor-

ney’s fees from the Commonwealth, Judge Rotenberg Educ. 

Ctr. v. Comm’r of the Dep’t of Mental Retardation, 424 

Mass. 430, 470 (1997). Those textual clues all point in 

one direction: the Legislature did not intend § 59H to 

apply to law enforcement actions by the Commonwealth. 

 The anti-SLAPP statute’s purpose points in that di-

rection too. Again, the Legislature enacted the statute 

to create a device for the quick, inexpensive dismissal 

of meritless lawsuits filed by large private interests 

“to chill the valid exercise of the constitutional 

rights of freedom of speech and petition for the redress 

of grievances.” In re Hamm, 487 Mass. at 397 (quotations 

omitted). The Attorney General is not a large private 

interest; she is the Commonwealth’s chief law enforce-

ment officer with a “common law duty to represent the 

public interest,” Sec’y of Admin. & Fin., 367 Mass. at 

163, and broad discretion to decide when, and against 

whom, to enforce state law, Shepard v. Att’y Gen., 409 

Mass. 398, 401 (1991). And by statute, the Attorney Gen-

eral is authorized to bring an action whenever she has 

reason to believe a person has violated Chapter 93A. 

G.L. c. 93A, § 4; Exxon Mobil, 479 Mass. at 323 (“a 
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manifest interest in enforcing [] c. 93A”). Application 

of the anti-SLAPP statute to such enforcement actions, 

as this case illustrates, impairs “the performance of a 

core executive constitutional function.” See United 

States v. Armstrong, 517 U.S. 456, 465 (1996). Indeed, 

it eviscerates the “presumption of regularity” that at-

taches to such actions. Id. at 464; see Commonwealth v. 

Bernardo B., 453 Mass. 158, 167 (2009). That, of course, 

is the exact type of “absurd result” that this Court has 

counseled against, especially where, as here, it is con-

trary to “the Legislature’s intent.” Conservation Comm’n 

of Norton v. Pesa, 488 Mass. 325, 332 (2021). 

 Finally, there are other indicia that support the 

Commonwealth’s interpretation too. First, the federal 

and Massachusetts constitutions do not bar “private 

abridgement of speech.” See Manhattan Cmty. Access Corp. 

v. Halleck, 139 S. Ct. 1921, 1928 (2019); Commonwealth 

v. Hood, 389 Mass. 581, 584-85 (1983). For that reason, 

the Legislature described the evil it sought to remedy 

with the anti-SLAPP statute--“lawsuits brought primarily 

to chill the valid exercise of” First Amendment rights 

--only as “disfavored,” not unconstitutional. 1994 House 

Doc. No. 1520 (preamble) (emphasis added). The anti-

SLAPP statute thus extends a remedy that was already 
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available against the government to private parties.8 

Second, such an interpretation would constitute a logi-

cal extension of In re Discipline of an Att’y, 442 Mass. 

600 (2004). While this precise issue was not presented 

there, this Court has summarized the attorney’s at-

tempted use of the anti-SLAPP statute to dismiss the 

disciplinary charges against him (like a government en-

forcement action) as “improper[].” Blanchard, 477 Mass. 

at 160 n.26. Third, such an interpretation is consistent 

with the Maine Supreme Judicial Court’s interpretation 

of Maine’s materially identical anti-SLAPP statute in 

Town of Madawaska v. Cayer, 103 A.3d 547 (Me. 2014). 

There, the Court held that Maine’s anti-SLAPP statute 

cannot “be invoked to thwart a ... government enforce-

ment action commenced to address [a] defendant[’s] al-

leged violations of law.” Id. at 548.  

Here, “all roads lead to Rome:” the statute’s text, 

its purpose, its context, and other indicia “point un-

erringly in the same direction,” Alphas Co. v. William 

H. Kopke, Jr., Inc., 708 F.3d 33, 38 (1st Cir. 2013)--

the statute does not apply to law enforcement actions by 

the Attorney General on behalf of the Commonwealth. 
 

 
8 ExxonMobil is well-aware of the actual mechanisms 

for raising a First Amendment claim or defense in re-
sponse to a purportedly unconstitutional government ac-
tion. Indeed, it has already done so and lost. E.g., 
Exxon Mobil, 316 F. Supp. 3d at 691 (summarizing Exx-
onMobil’s 42 U.S.C. § 1983 constitutional tort claims 
(including First Amendment) against Attorney General). 
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II. The Commonwealth’s Chapter 93A Claims Are, In Any 
Event, Not Based Solely on ExxonMobil’s Purported 
Petitioning. 

 Even if the anti-SLAPP statute were to apply to an 

action by the Commonwealth to enforce state law, Exx-

onMobil’s special motion to dismiss, as the Superior 

Court held, stumbles immediately on the merits-based 

threshold inquiry. This Court has established a now-

familiar two-stage burden shifting framework for decid-

ing a special motion to dismiss. In the first stage--

the only stage necessary to consider here--the “special 

movant must demonstrate [by a preponderance of the evi-

dence] that the non-moving party’s claims are solely 

based on [the moving party’s] ... petitioning activi-

ties.” Blanchard, 477 Mass. at 159 (emphasis added); see 

also Blanchard, 483 Mass. at 203. That is, the moving 

party must show that the “nonmoving party’s claim itself 

arises only from and complains only of [the moving 

party’s] ... petitioning activity.” Blanchard, 477 Mass. 

at 160 n.25. That, as the Superior Court held, Add-47-

48, ExxonMobil cannot do here.9 

 The three actual claims in the Commonwealth’s 

amended complaint could not be clearer on this point 

notwithstanding ExxonMobil’s attempts to mischaracter-

ize them. See Massachusetts, 462 F. Supp. 3d at 38, 43-

 
9 Indeed, that conclusion is unassailable here where 

the Superior Court also held in a separate decision that 
the Commonwealth has alleged sufficient facts to plau-
sibly suggest an entitlement to relief on each of its 
three Chapter 93A claims. Add-50, 65-75. 
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44 (rejecting ExxonMobil’s characterization of com-

plaint). In count I, the Commonwealth alleges that Exx-

onMobil has, in violation of Chapter 93A, misrepresented 

and failed to disclose material facts with respect to 

systemic climate change to Massachusetts investors. 

Amend. Compl. ¶¶ 734-46. That claim is based on ExxonMo-

bil’s communications to Massachusetts investors. For ex-

ample, the Commonwealth alleges that the Company has 

represented to investors that it will “face virtually no 

meaningful transition risks from climate change because 

aggressive regulatory action is unlikely, renewable en-

ergy sources are uncompetitive, and fossil fuel demand 

and investment will continue to grow. Id. ¶ 497; see id. 

¶¶ 506, 510, 606. And the Commonwealth alleges that Exx-

onMobil representatives have made such representations 

at meetings in Boston with Massachusetts investors. Id. 

¶¶ 463-65. The Commonwealth’s investor claim thus fo-

cuses on ExxonMobil’s “ongoing communications with Mas-

sachusetts investors,” not petitioning. Id. ¶ 737. 

 In count II, the Commonwealth alleges that ExxonMo-

bil has, in violation of Chapter 93A, deceived Massa-

chusetts consumers by misrepresenting the purported en-

vironmental benefit of using its SynergyTM and “Green” 

Mobil 1TM products and failing to disclose to Massachu-

setts consumers the fact that using its products causes 

climate change. Amend. Compl. ¶¶ 747-60. The Common-

wealth’s consumer deception claim is based on what 
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ExxonMobil communicates to Massachusetts consumers 

through its promotional marketing, including at its Mas-

sachusetts ExxonMobil-branded service stations, id. 

¶¶ 549, 569, 608, 616-17, its consumer-facing Rewards+ 

app, id. ¶¶ 561, 593-95, and its consumer-directed pro-

motional website, id. ¶¶ 593, 595. With those materials, 

ExxonMobil tells Massachusetts consumers that using its 

fossil fuel products will “reduce greenhouse gas emis-

sions,” id. ¶¶ 587-88; boost “environmental perfor-

mance,” id. ¶ 587; and help consumers “reduce their 

emissions,” id. ¶ 592. But ExxonMobil is actually in-

creasing fossil fuel production, id. ¶ 598, and planning 

to contribute to a projected $21 trillion in oil and gas 

investment globally through 2040, id. ¶ 605. The Com-

monwealth’s consumer claim thus also focuses on ExxonMo-

bil’s “marketing” communications to Massachusetts con-

sumers, not petitioning. Id. ¶ 752-53. 

 In count III, the Commonwealth alleges that Exx-

onMobil has, in violation of Chapter 93A, deceived Mas-

sachusetts consumers through false and misleading green-

washing brand-marketing campaigns, Am. Compl. ¶¶ 761-

70,10 which falsely and misleadingly promote the 

 
10 “Greenwashing” is a type of falsehood disseminated 

by a company to present an environmentally responsible 
image that contradicts its true environmental record and 
impact, Am. Compl. ¶ 634, and is used as a marketing 
strategy to induce consumer product purchases and build 
brand loyalty. See Jordan v. Jewel Food Stores, 743 F.3d 
509, 518 (7th Cir. 2014) (advertisement “no less 
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Company’s “leadership in solving the problem of climate 

change, support of action to reduce greenhouse gas emis-

sions, and focus on developing clean energy to ‘protect 

tomorrow today,’” id. ¶ 762. The Commonwealth’s green-

washing claim is based on what ExxonMobil communicates 

to Massachusetts consumers through its promotional mar-

keting campaigns. For example, the Commonwealth alleges 

that ExxonMobil’s “Protect Tomorrow. Today” brand mar-

keting campaign falsely proclaims its commitment to 

“protect the environment for future generations,” id. 

¶ 643, while failing to disclose the facts that produc-

tion and use of its fossil fuel products is a leading 

cause of climate change that, if unabated, will condemn 

future generations to catastrophe, id. ¶¶ 90, 96, 105. 

The Commonwealth’s greenwashing claim too thus focuses 

on ExxonMobil’s “advertising and promotional materials 

directed to Massachusetts consumers,” not petitioning. 

Id. ¶ 766 

 Again, the “key inquiry here is whether ‘the only 

conduct complained of is ... [ExxonMobil’s] petitioning 

activity.’” 477 Harrison Ave, LLC v. Jace Boston, LLC, 

477 Mass. 162, 168 (2017). ExxonMobil cannot satisfy 

that standard because, as the Superior Court rightly 

found, the Commonwealth’s claims are based, in part, on 

 
‘commercial’ because it promotes brand awareness or loy-
alty rather than explicitly proposing a transaction in 
a specific product or service”). 
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ExxonMobil’s material omissions, which are not covered 

by the anti-SLAPP statute at all. Add-44-45. And, even 

if that were not so, ExxonMobil also cannot show that 

the Commonwealth’s claims are solely based on its peti-

tioning, as the foregoing examples demonstrate. Indeed, 

none of those statements can even fairly be described as 

petitioning. Instead, as the Superior Court also cor-

rectly found, the foregoing statements were intended to 

achieve a commercial goal: (i) convincing Massachusetts 

investors to purchase and hold ExxonMobil securities; 

(ii) inducing Massachusetts consumers to buy ExxonMobil 

fossil-fuel products; and (iii) building brand-loyalty 

among Massachusetts consumers to increase its sales. See 

id. Thus, if the Court disagrees with the Commonwealth 

on the first question, which it should not for the rea-

sons stated, then it should still clearly affirm. 
 

STATEMENT OF REASONS WHY DIRECT 
APPELLATE REVIEW IS APPROPRIATE 

 Two reasons justify direct appellate review: 

 i.  First, this appeal presents a “novel question[] 

of law which should be submitted for final determination 

to” this Court. Mass. R. App. P. 11(a)(1). And the answer 

to that question is not only important to this case but, 

more broadly, to the interrelationship, if any, between 

the Attorney General’s exercise of her constitutional 

duty to enforce the laws of the Commonwealth to vindicate 

the public interest and a private party’s right to invoke 
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the anti-SLAPP statute to dismiss a lawsuit designed to 

chill its right to petition the government. The highly 

publicized nature of this case makes it nearly certain 

that other defendants will replicate ExxonMobil’s liti-

gation tactic and greatly impede law enforcement actions 

by the Commonwealth--with deleterious effects--if that 

question is not put to rest in this case.  

 ii. Second, this appeal presents issues “of such 

public interest that justice requires a final determi-

nation by” this Court. Mass. R. App. P. 11(a)(3). Indeed, 

that may well be why this Court took, sua sponte, Exx-

onMobil’s prior appeal of the decision rejecting its 

attempt to quash the Attorney General’s investigative 

CID. Exxon Mobil, 479 Mass. at 313. In any event, not 

much more needs to be said: (a) ExxonMobil, the world’s 

largest investor-owned fossil fuel company and one of 

the United States’ largest greenhouse gas emitters, has 

invoked a statute designed to protect common citizens 

from meritless private lawsuits; (b) it has done so not 

to dismiss a SLAPP suit but a suit by the state’s chief 

law officer seeking to hold it accountable for deceiving 

Massachusetts investors and consumers; and (c) the de-

ception concerns the risk climate change poses to its 

business’ viability and the climate-change causing ef-

fects of using its chief product--fossil fuel. Indeed, 

that test would be satisfied if this case were just about 

the “grave threat[]” of “climate change.” New England 
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Power Generators Ass’n v. Dep’t of Envtl. Prot., 480 

Mass. 398, 399 (2018), which “threatens our planet and 

all its people, including those in Massachusetts, with 

intolerable disaster,” Massachusetts, 462 F. Supp. 3d at 

36. The fact that it concerns unlawful deception by the 

largest investor-owned fossil fuel company about climate 

change makes that conclusion undeniable. 
 

CONCLUSION 

 For the foregoing reasons, the Court should expe-

dite its consideration of this application for direct 

appellate review and grant it. 
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Image
Avail.

11/08/2019 Plaintiff Commonwealth of Massachusetts's Joint Motion to  
extend responsive  pleading  deadlines

6 Image

11/08/2019 Attorney appearance 
On this date Thomas Carl Frongillo, Esq. added for Defendant Exxon Mobil Corporation

11/08/2019 Attorney appearance 
On this date Christina Lindberg, Esq. added for Defendant Exxon Mobil Corporation

11/14/2019 Endorsement on Motion to Extend Responsive Pleading Deadline (#6.0): ALLOWED 
Defendant shall have until Jan. 13, 2020 to answer or otherwise respond to the Commonwealth's complaint. 
The Commonwealth shall have until March 9, 2020, to serve its responses to the anticipated motion to 
dismiss. Defendant shall file its Rule 9A package with respect to any motions to dismiss on or before March 
27, 2020 (dated 11/13/19) notice sent 11/14/19

Image

11/29/2019 Notice of Removal to the United States District Court filed by 

Defendant (US Dist # 19-cv-12430) 

Applies To: Exxon Mobil Corporation (Defendant)

7 Image

12/09/2019 REMOVED to the U.S. District Court 
of Massachusetts

12/09/2019 Case transferred to another court.

03/23/2020 Remanded to the Superior Court from the U.S. District Court. 

ACTION RETURN TO COURT ACCORDINGLY 

SEE P #15
NOTICE SENT ON 3/26/2020

03/23/2020 General correspondence regarding Notice of Removal of Defendant 8

03/23/2020 Plaintiff Commonwealth of Massachusetts's EMERGENCY Joint Motion to  
Extend Responsive Pleading Deadlines 
ORDER entered granting Joint  Emergency Motion. (Wolf, J.,USD) entered 12/3/2019

9 Image

03/23/2020 Defendant Exxon Mobil Corporation's Motion for  
Admission Pro Hac Vice 
ELECTRONIC ORDER entered granting Motion. (Wolf, J., USD) entered 12/4/2019

10 Image

03/23/2020 ORDER: Order entered. This case is hereby RETURNED to the clerk to be randomly reassigned. (Wolf, J., 
USD) entered 12/06/2019

11 Image

03/23/2020 Plaintiff Commonwealth of Massachusetts's Motion for  
Remand to the Massachusetts Superior Court for Suffolk County

12 Image

03/23/2020 Plaintiff Commonwealth of Massachusetts's Assented to Motion for  
Leave to File Reply in Support of its Motion for Remand 
ELECTRONIC ORDER entered granting Assented to Motion.(Young, J., USD) entered 01/17/2020

13 Image

03/23/2020 Defendant Exxon Mobil Corporation's Motion for  
Admission Pro Hac Vice 
ELECTRONIC ORDER entered granting Motion.(Young, J., USD) entered 03/12/2020

14 Image

03/23/2020 ORDER: Certified Order of Remand 
In accordance with the Court's Order entered on March 17, 2020, granting plaintiff's motion to remand, the 
above-entitled action is hereby REMANDED to Suffolk Superior Court. (Young, J., USD) entered 
03/18/2020

15 Image

03/26/2020 General correspondence regarding Certified Docket Entries Received 16

04/09/2020 Plaintiff Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Exxon Mobil Corporation's Joint Motion to  
Set Pleading Deadlines

17 Image

04/21/2020 Endorsement on Motion to Set Pleading Deadlines (#17.0): ALLOWED 
(dated 4/14/20)  Notice 4/17/20

Image

04/21/2020 Attorney Christina Lindberg, Esq.'s motion to withdraw as counsel of record for party 

Applies To: Exxon Mobil Corporation (Defendant)

18 Image

05/07/2020 Endorsement on Motion to Withdraw as Counsel (#18.0): ALLOWED 
(dated 5/4/20) notice sent 5/7/20

Image

05/07/2020 Attorney appearance 
On this date Christina Lindberg, Esq. dismissed/withdrawn for Defendant Exxon Mobil Corporation

05/14/2020 Plaintiff Commonwealth of Massachusetts's Joint Motion to extend tracking deadline(s) 19 Image
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Image
Avail.

05/20/2020 Defendant Exxon Mobil Corporation's Motion for  
Leave for Patrick J Conlon to Appear Pro hac Vice

20 Image

05/20/2020 Defendant Exxon Mobil Corporation's Motion for  
Leave for Justin Anderson to Appear Pro Hac Vice

21 Image

05/20/2020 Defendant Exxon Mobil Corporation's Motion for  
Theodore V Wells Jr to Appear Pro Hac Vice

22 Image

05/20/2020 Defendant Exxon Mobil Corporation's Motion for  
Leave for Daniel J Toal to Appear Pro Hac Vice

23 Image

05/29/2020 Endorsement on Motion to extend tracking deadline (#19.0): ALLOWED 
(dated 5/26/20)   Notice 5/29/20

Image

05/29/2020 Endorsement on Motion for Leave for Patrick J Conlon to Appear Pro hac Vice (#20.0): ALLOWED 
(dated 5/26/20)   Notice 5/29/20

Image

05/29/2020 Endorsement on Motion for Leave for Justin Anderson to Appear Pro Hac Vice (#21.0): ALLOWED 
(dated 5/26/20)   Notice  5/29/20

Image

05/29/2020 Endorsement on Motion for Theodore V Wells Jr to Appear Pro Hac Vice (#22.0): ALLOWED 
(dated 5/26/20)   Notice 5/29/20

Image

05/29/2020 Endorsement on Motion for Leave for Daniel J Toal to Appear Pro Hac Vice (#23.0): ALLOWED 
(dated 5/26/20)   Notice 5/29/20

Image

06/01/2020 Attorney appearance 
On this date Daniel J Toal added as Pro Hac Vice (SJC 3:15) for Defendant Exxon Mobil Corporation

06/01/2020 Attorney appearance 
On this date Theodore V. Wells, Jr. added as Pro Hac Vice (SJC 3:15) for Defendant Exxon Mobil 
Corporation

06/01/2020 Attorney appearance 
On this date Justin Anderson added as Pro Hac Vice (SJC 3:15) for Defendant Exxon Mobil Corporation

06/01/2020 Attorney appearance 
On this date Patrick J Conlon added as Pro Hac Vice (SJC 3:15) for Defendant Exxon Mobil Corporation

06/08/2020 Amended: amended complaint filed by Commonwealth of Massachusetts 

Applies To: Commonwealth of Massachusetts (Plaintiff)

24 Image

07/14/2020 Plaintiff Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Exxon Mobil Corporation's Joint Motion to  
Enlarge Page Limits

25 Image

07/28/2020 Endorsement on Motion to Enlarge Page Limits (#25.0): ALLOWED 

Judge: Davis, Hon. Brian A

Image

08/03/2020 Defendant's Notice of intent to file motion Special Motion To Dismiss 

Applies To: Exxon Mobil Corporation (Defendant)

26 Image

08/10/2020 Defendant's Notice of intent to file motion to Dismiss 

Applies To: Exxon Mobil Corporation (Defendant)

27 Image

08/19/2020 Plaintiff Commonwealth of Massachusetts's Joint Motion to amend the  
Pleading Deadlines 

Applies To: Commonwealth of Massachusetts (Plaintiff); Exxon Mobil Corporation (Defendant)

28 Image

08/20/2020 Thomas Carl Frongillo, Esq.'s MOTION to admit counsel pro hac vice:  Jamie D. Brooks for Defendant 
Exxon Mobil Corporation

29 Image

08/21/2020 Endorsement on Motion to amend the pleading deadlines; (#28.0): ALLOWED 
the Commonwealth's oppositions to defendant's motions to dismiss shall be served on or before Oct. 30, 
2020 and defendant's replies shall be served and filed with the court with the full Rule 9A packages on or 
before Dec. 18, 2020.; 

(dated 8/20/20)  notice sent 8/21/20

Image

09/10/2020 Endorsement on Motion for leave for Jamie. D. Brooks to appear Pro Hac Vice (#29.0): ALLOWED 
(dated 8/31/20)   Notice 9/2/20

Image

12/16/2020 Defendant Exxon Mobil Corporation's Motion for special motion to dismiss  
(with memorandum, opposition and reply)

30 Image

12/16/2020 Affidavit of Justin Anderson (with exhibits 1-33) 31 Image
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http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsK5DB5EM3ccwTPdtVS-2dIG1RX2jjPcnV8Q-p1WxPtkJS0xify7PEgLbrI1c*Am3zg
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsKK05ZTJcCj*LNG32yhh9GKw5cV4Ed3PcMNwIYcYEsRaqT11zYXP1FsPE2Wm8rUJfA
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsEvhrkJSf6pKzkHc6m6ErE9-ABAocIwM42dQF-R7Oq9hn65J2F6dsEGGjoVbLQZB1A
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Image
Avail.

12/16/2020 Defendant Exxon Mobil Corporation's Motion to dismiss all counts pursuant to MRCP 12(b) 
(with memorandum, opposition and reply)

32 Image

12/16/2020 Affidavit of Joel P Webb 33 Image

12/16/2020 Affidavit of I Andrew Goldberg 34

12/16/2020 Affidavit of Justin Anderson (with exhibits A-G) 35 Image

01/08/2021 Attorney appearance electronically filed.  Attorney appearance 
On this date Seth Schofield, Esq. added for Plaintiff Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Image

01/11/2021 The following form was generated: 

Notice to Appear 
Sent On:  01/11/2021 09:00:29 
Notice Sent To:  Richard Johnston, Esq. Mass Attorney General's Office 1 Ashburton Place 20th floor, 
Boston, MA 02108 
Notice Sent To:  Melissa Ann Hoffer, Esq. Massachusetts Attorney General's Office One Ashburton Place 
18th Floor, Boston, MA 02108 
Notice Sent To:  Christophe Gagnon Courchesne, Esq. Office of the Attorney General 1 Ashburton Place 
18th Floor, Boston, MA 02108 
Notice Sent To:  Timothy J Reppucci, Esq. Massachusetts Attorney General's Office One Ashburton Place, 
Boston, MA 02108 
Notice Sent To:  Glenn Stuart Kaplan, Esq. Office of the Attorney General One Ashburton Place, Boston, 
MA 02108 
Notice Sent To:  I. Andrew Goldberg, Esq. Massachusetts Attorney General's Office Environmental 
Protection Division One Ashburton Place   18th floor, Boston, MA 02108 
Notice Sent To:  Shennan Alexandra Kavanagh, Esq. Office of the Attorney General Consumer Protection 
Division 1 Ashburton Place, Boston, MA 02108 
Notice Sent To:  Matthew Q Berge, Esq. Office of the Attorney General One Ashburton Place 18th Floor, 
Boston, MA 02108 
Notice Sent To:  James A Sweeney, Esq. Office of the Attorney General One Ashburton Place 20th Floor, 
Boston, MA 02108 
Notice Sent To:  Seth Schofield, Esq. Senior Appellate Counsel Energy and Environment Bureau One 
Ashburton Place 18th Floor, Boston, MA 02108-1698 
Notice Sent To:  Thomas Carl Frongillo, Esq. 224 Hinckley Rd, Boston, MA 02186 
Notice Sent To:  Daniel J Toal 1285 Avenue  of the Americas, New York, NY 10019 
Notice Sent To:  Theodore V. Wells, Jr. 1285 Avenue  of the Americas, New York, NY 10019 
Notice Sent To:  Patrick J Conlon 1301 Fannin Street, Houston, TX 77002 
Notice Sent To:  Justin Anderson 1285 Avenue  of the Americas, New York, NY 10019

02/04/2021 Plaintiff Commonwealth of Massachusetts's Notice of  
of Withdrawal of Appearance

Image

03/12/2021 Matter taken under advisement:  Rule 12 Hearing scheduled on:  
        03/12/2021 02:00 PM 
Has been: Held - Under advisement 
Hon. Karen Green, Presiding

03/15/2021 Defendant Exxon Mobil Corporation's Submission of 
Cover letter with submission of Hearing Demonstrative from 3/12/21

36 Image

03/15/2021 Exhibits/Appendix 

Hearing Demonstrative that was Presented at hearing on 3/12/21

37 Image

04/15/2021 Plaintiff Commonwealth of Massachusetts's Notice of  
Supplemental Authority

38 Image

04/21/2021 Defendant Exxon Mobil Corporation's Response to  
the April 15, 2021, letter of the Massachusetts Attorney General concerning the U.S. Supreme Court's 
decision

39 Image

05/10/2021 Defendant Exxon Mobil Corporation's Notice of  
CHANGE OF ADDRESS

40 Image

06/09/2021 ORDER: DISCLOSURE 
(dated 6/08/21)  notice sent 6/09/21

41 Image

06/23/2021 Endorsement on Motion to Dismiss the Amended Complaint (#32.0): DENIED 
After hearing, the motion is denied. See Separate Memorandum of Decision and order on Motion Dismiss 
Amended Complaint of this date (dated 6/22/21) notice sent 6/23/21

Image

Add-39

http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEXHvaqdrnrzFK0BfPAdHEYYnEiXBFMOnMcPp2tq7I5cZ3-auBE5YAKGyTGgu4tXzv8CgC6SMXtGdCHzGNlVHgzi4bMlhx4rGrU
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEXHvaqdrnrzFK0BfPAdHEYYnEiXBFMOnMeYGLvKm6supa5ViCRCmG*bLwPnmR*2F2qLx8LU3GTJ-Wo*Hk8c1lxKcpiJOiWYvz0
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsLeaQ6UjdimEtqLKln5sGPkihgmS65KfFSJ7uiBMgtWszoe1EMmD3FaAyz4kWaaXIQ
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsOehcxJZ*JNfL5gAs1YYR6E3tVHvg8TGo5ymev0EMJkGvJ2JCj94AUdwIBfxC*WuXw
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsC0*usysNVM*CkSMNg6OrbGygOhSfxJ8318UZ73owVzhXJphLSVHZQNFsayFchfNhg
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsGNv1zJ-GJANhlJBsEP3F9uAehpD5p3e6GBWn*KloAzMx8*DWXu-wY974QflKx26-g
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsFoOrvurfiHKWgW4D35LsPBSEHpeJMdWLDmpw5F6qZyqkJcYGbxsV0-cmPpsC1IyjA
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsCODZQEqNhM9cDmZU2QDwYzBbQ6oNQsWZH*7uPaCvnZX2h9G9uqDZ-MItTmvmDG5RA
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsKVPiQQ-LMh-RaIUd63uCI1o*GcRzS4mW2BbcRxnA2ve6v1qqw0shUque-sAQvSOag
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsLBEXs1tnaQmLKGIDgUwTVThGBa7Ajx8A-oBCP05H514A79yRjVNXb5mj5OFuLsQ5g
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsMvFa76xVS0aiPGRpFINDDSbi9YWtnIO7sOaumkl2YmVV7NtEowKvyLuh4vFMHg8oQ
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsB8l3wz7f9O-MKv5sy00CtWJ2Mm*XXaproV5tF1HFnVsm0Gc6fRtNhxtPKvh-3X0Vw
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsG8*X-YwtGbwXGe3huwovuV8Yzv81mH1Z-6rqM9tZ0PFknK8hMudoTxeadqwzRnQ-A
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsDgzPsnUAkk4MD-7Qbw9gBZJpnn0C7iEloypiH-6ZFNoM7*J9rnyxtgMVA3V2L2*VQ
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06/23/2021 MEMORANDUM & ORDER: 

on Defendant's Motion to Dismiss  Amended Complaint:  Motion is DENIED 

Judge: Green, Hon. Karen 

(see P#42 for full decision and Order (Dated 6/22/21) notice sent 6/23/21

42 Image

06/23/2021 Endorsement on Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to GLc. 231 sec.59H (#30.0): DENIED 
After hearing, the Motion is DENIED. See Separate Memorandum of Decision and Order  on Defendant's 
Special Motion to Dismiss the Amended Complaint of this date (dated 6/22/21) notice sent 6/23/21

Image

06/23/2021 MEMORANDUM & ORDER: 

on Defendant's Special Motion to Dismiss the Amended Complaint:  Motion is DENIED  (see P#43 for full 
decision and order) (dated 6/22/21) notice sent 6/23/21 

Judge: Green, Hon. Karen

43 Image

06/25/2021 Defendant Exxon Mobil Corporation's Assented to Motion for leave to enlarge time to respond to amended 
complaint.

44 Image

07/08/2021 Endorsement on Motion for leave to enlarge time to respond to Amended Complaint. (#44.0): ALLOWED 
(dated 06/29/21) notice sent 07/06/21

Image

07/27/2021 Answer to amended complaint 

Applies To: Exxon Mobil Corporation (Defendant)

45 Image

08/02/2021 Plaintiff Commonwealth of Massachusetts's Assented to Motion to Enlarge Time to Serve Motion to Strike 
Defenses

46 Image

08/10/2021 Endorsement on Motion to Strike Defenses (#46.0): ALLOWED 
(date  8/3/21)  Notice 8/6/21

Image

08/10/2021 Attorney appearance 
On this date Timothy J Reppucci, Esq. dismissed/withdrawn for Plaintiff Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Image

08/17/2021 Notice of appeal filed. 

Notice sent 8/19/21 

Applies To: Exxon Mobil Corporation (Defendant)

47 Image

08/23/2021 Defendant Exxon Mobil Corporation's Notice of  
its Order of the Transcript of Relevant Proceedings 

Transcript of 3/12/21 ordered

48 Image

08/24/2021 Transcript of 3/12/21 received from transcriber Linda L. Wesson (via email)

08/26/2021 CD of Transcript of 03/12/2021 02:00 PM Rule 12 Hearing received from Linda L. Wesson. 49

08/30/2021 Defendant Exxon Mobil Corporation's Certificate in  
regards to it's Order of the transcripts proceedings

50 Image

09/07/2021 Plaintiff Commonwealth of Massachusetts's Motion to extend time for filing motion to strike defenses 51 Image

09/15/2021 Notice of assembly of record sent to Counsel

09/15/2021 Notice to Clerk of the Appeals Court of Assembly of Record

09/15/2021 Endorsement on Motion for Enlargement of time to serve Motion to Strike (#51.0): ALLOWED 
(dated 9/14/21) notice sent 9/15/21

Image

09/28/2021 Notice of Entry of appeal received from the Appeals Court 
In accordance with Massachusetts Rule of Appellate Procedure 10(a)(3), please note that the above-
referenced case (2021-P-0860) was entered in this Court on September 27, 2021.

52 Image
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http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEXHvaqdrnrzFK0BfPAdHEYYnEiXBFMOnMcPp2tq7I5cZ3-auBE5YAKGyTGgu4tXzv8CgC6SMXtGdCHzGNlVHgzi4bMlhx4rGrU
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEXHvaqdrnrzFK0BfPAdHEYYnEiXBFMOnMeYGLvKm6supa5ViCRCmG*bLwPnmR*2F2qLx8LU3GTJ-Wo*Hk8c1lxKcpiJOiWYvz0
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsCOHwfv3AbuPD92o*pqceX6Ke6dHKIDm3eMaHfP*hh0jaCJqVZkvV61-lUFYOcV0pQ
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsCHcW*DXFooHnFZoqzsUy7XFQ3cFA0Z6w972CPURbcGS*Y6Tmr1qZ9hvfEofvwh9fA
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsHT3VEg9heCnBIwZ4qGrTWI7RfsszRF7FTtCbCGWm00RXDBKbSQ5GpGR2UHLW6FmTg
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsNypxipl5vHOEHCqXe0i1unN3mMM21nLAvzgXCNDT-DI0ig8Mzj00765WXNxLas-Kw
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsFtG3adz0JaI5JmcMzcWLuSOQcOrANYLnWb659rJWHISKlovcflLfoUp18rM*ZAJ4g
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsH5tyrKlqIyhRSBxmGG4EqlcIWFuAzkR1f*MnUcuKbQZlc7psmkniYFKL07Juih35g
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsNDA27PvJH6DC6V17-*Gd0Zio6U0HvaBgoVL0-jzLt4pMeSGmuzirqTFdIoICygr2A
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsOssE3B6P-ou*HB9do68aENR60Uivnct5LjPkz*OKPj9soj-3asnex7WYlwG8ycTIw
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsOBk-XN0-6nOgrPjK9IsHfS7ax8P-ZhRdmfbkkGmWTNe0mphwxlfLl2nyqSbuxj06g
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsEgIdMlICD*6mrHw-sYd9ukjq-9itYUU*AT8nL4dKVBXDj0ae2*qQBDAa4c2PixeHg
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsLBcDuW*FXPCn4nal5yKNJFWivgQDdvWsTttwrMKvv2WF4Z8fIqw8aN3tIyhdCzjOg
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsPZbjGXhxCco3jTABv7xoxtwNrPTjYJ2QtXF1ICDLUlLbQ5sEC8GoU0ei96lv*3OcA
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsNtx6ttRwQekqnOjHReDeVAxPH0xQbB*BisLak6RGGndk5tNFPEJWFta4mzZCNvvwQ
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsG*5nJJBiD-jKcM3XDz5AyEvpJxM4kFmIq5fW8sNl4j5OP-Nq*tZZBlf8rpVgpprBw
http://www.masscourts.org/eservices/;jsessionid=6ED0D2B66BE4B3E5CE97B50BF7F49A1A?x=4WH9DytbNdYvqY58-uj9OJlvDoV1gK0QgsH2UtfJ0MblyMBKouCP59yDxV49MisE3HLg2XE5QEVcydhVdtbQsDuK1UKuk8M6RXeLTrcf97LLJbiIft*uLTlvKwKBtGZJG9-*q4R6UHgX*asTAOjJ9w
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NOTIFY 
COMMONWEAL TH OF MASSACHUSETTS 

SUPERIOR COURT 
CIVIL ACTION 
NO. 1984CV03333-BLS1 

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 

vs. 
cc+oec..--
1:x:rr 
Trfvlj 
'TA 

EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION 

MEMORANDUM OF DECISION AND ORDER ON DEFENDANT'S 
SPECIAL MOTION TO DISMISS THE AMENDED COMPLAINT 

C: The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, by its Attorney General ("Commonwealth"), sued 

(b-C, 
h1 &<6 Exxon Mobil Corporation ("Exxon") for alleged violations of G.L. c. 93A. The Commonwealth 

7CJ7L Gs fc__ claims that Exxon has violated c. 93A by: (1) misrepresenting and failing to disclose material 

/!:;2 ti facts regarding systemic climate change risks to Massachusetts investors (Count I); (2) - misrepresenting the purported environmental benefit of using its Synergy™ and Mobil 1 ™ 

products and failing to disclose the risks of climate change caused by its fossil fuel products to 

Massachusetts consumers (Count II); and (3) promoting false and misleading "greenwashing" · 

campaigns to Massachusetts consumers (Count III). 

The matter is now before me on Exxon's Special Motion to Dismiss pursuant to the anti-

SLAPP ("Strategic Litigation against Public Participation") statute, G.L. c. 231, § 59H. After a 

hearing and for the reasons that follow, Exxon's motion is DENIED. 

DISCUSSION 

The Massachusetts Legislature enacted the anti-SLAPP statute to counteract "SLAPP" 

suits, defined broadly as "lawsuits brought primarily to chill the valid exercise of the 

constitutional rights of freedom of speech and petition for the redress of grievances." Dura craft 

Corp. v. Holmes Prods. Corp., 427 Mass. 156, 161 (1998) ( objective of SLAPP suit is not to 
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win, but to use litigation to intimidate opponents' exercise of rights of petitioning and speech). 

Generally, a SLAPP suit has no merit. See Cadle Co. v. Schlichtmann, 448 Mass. 242, 248 

(2007). 

The anti-SLAPP statute protects "a party's exercise of its right of petition." G.L. c. 231, 

§ 59H. In relevant part, it provides: 

In any case in which a party asserts that the civil claims, counterclaims, or cross 
claims against said party are based on said party's exercise of its right of petition 
under the constitution of the United States or of the commonwealth, said party 
may bring a special motion to dismiss. 

That definition makes clear that '"the statute is designed to protect overtures to the government 

by parties petitioning in their status as citizens .... The right of petition contemplated by the 

Legislature is thus one in which a party seeks some redress from the government."' Fustolo v. 

Hollander, 455 Mass. 861, 866 (2010), quoting Kobrin v. Gastfriend, 443 Mass. 327, 332-333 

(2005). The anti-SLAPP statute defines "a party's exercise of its right to petition" as: 

[l] any written or oral statement made before or submitted to a legislative, 
executive, or judicial body, or any other governmental proceeding; [2] any written 
or oral statement made in connection with an issue under consideration or review 
by a legislative, executive, or judicial body, or any other governmental 
proceeding; [3] any statement reasonably likely to encourage consideration or 
review of an issue by a legislative executive, or judicial body or any other 
governmental proceeding; [4] any statement reasonably likely to enlist public 
participation in an effort to effect such consideration; or [5] any other statement 
falling within constitutional protection of the right to petition government. 

G.L. c. 23 !, § 59H. For the purposes of§ 59H, "[pJetitioning includes all 'statements made to 

influence, inform, or at the very least, reach governmental bodies--either directly or indirectly."' 

North American Expositions Co. Ltd. Partnership v. Corcoran, 452 Mass. 852, 862 (2009), 

quoting Global NAPS, Inc. v. Verizon New England, Inc., 63 Mass. App. Ct. 600, 605 (2005). 

As the moving party, Exxon, which alleges it has been the target of a SLAPP suit, first 
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[Exxon's] own petitioning activities." Blanchard v. Steward Carney Hosp., Inc., 483 Mass. 200, 

203 (2019); Duracraft Corp., 427 Mass. at 167-168 (moving party must show that claims against 

it are based on its petitioning activities alone and have no substantial basis other than or in 

addition to petitioning activities); Blanchardv. Steward Carney Hosp., Inc., 477 Mass. 141, 148 

(2017) (as part of threshold burden, moving party must show that conduct complained of 

constitutes exercise of its right to petition). If Exxon fails to show that the only conduct about 

which the Commonwealth complains is petitioning activity, the court must deny the special 

motion to dismiss. See Benoit v. Frederickson, 454 Mass. 148, 152 (2009). 1 

If Exxon satisfies its threshold burden, then the burden shifts to the Commonwealth to 

demonstrate that G.L. c. 231, § 59H does not require dismissal of its claims. See 477 Harrison 

Ave., LLC v. JACE Boston, LLC, 483 Mass. 514,516 (2019). The Commonwealth can do so in 

one of two ways. First, it can establish, by a preponderance of the evidence, that "[Exxon's] 

exercise of its right to petition was devoid of any reasonable factual support or any arguable 

basis in law and ... [its] acts caused actual injury to the [Commonwealth]." G.L. c. 231, § 59H. 

Alternatively, it can establish, "such that the motion judge can conclude with fair assurance," 

that each of the Commonwealth's claims is not a "'meritless"' SLAPP suit, i.e., that it is both 

colorable and non-retaliatory. 477 Harrison Ave., LLC, 483 Mass. at 516, 518-519, citing 

Blanchard, 477 Mass. at 159-160. If the Commonwealth does not meet its burden, the court 

must grant the special motion to dismiss. G.L. c. 231, § 59H. 

In Count I, the conduct complained ofis Exxon's alleged misrepresentation of and failure 

to disclose material facts regarding systemic climate change risks to Massachusetts investors. In 

1 Contrary to the Commonwealth's suggestion, see Commonwealth's Opposition at page 11, I may not 
"pass over" this threshold inquiry. A court should apply the augmented Duracraft framework 
sequentially. 477 Harrison Ave., LLC v. JACE Boston, LLC, 483 Mass. 514, 515, 519 (2019). 
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Count II, it is Exxon's alleged misrepresentation of the purported environmental benefit of 

consumer use of its Synergy™ and Mobil 1 TM products and failure to disclose the risks of 

climate change caused by its fossil fuel products to Massachusetts consumers. Count III 

complains of Exxon's promotion of allegedly false and misleading "greenwashing" campaigns 

designed to "convey a false impression that [it] is more environmentally responsible than it really 

is, and so to induce consumers to purchase its products." Amended Complaint, ,i 540. 

Exxon argues that its statements to investors constitute petitioning activity because they 

"'were issued in a manner that was likely to influence or, at the very least, reach' regulators and 

'members of the public wishing to weigh in' on climate policy." Motion, page 14, quoting 

Blanchard, 477 Mass. at 151. Exxon also contends that its public statements regarding its 

Synergy™ and Mobil 1 TM products constitute petitioning activity because, "at a minimum, this 

speech was intended and reasonably likely to 'enlist the participation of the public' in the 

[climate] policy debate at the heart of the Attorney General's lawsuit." Motion, page 15. 

Finally, Exxon argues that the statements the Commonwealth labels as "greenwashing" are 

actually its "advocacy of climate p~licy choices under consideration by various government and 

regulating bodies." Motion, page 16.2 

Exxon has failed to meet its threshold burden of showing that the Commonwealth's 

claims are based solely on Exxon's petitioning activities.3 As an initial matter, Exxon has. 

2 Exxon does not specify in its papers which definition of§ 59H applies to qualify its statements as 
"exercise[s] of its right of petition." When asked to do so during the hearing, Exxon responded that it 
relies on all of them. 
3 The parties disagree whether the anti-SLAPP statute applies to civil enforcement actions brought by the 
Attorney General on the Commonwealth's behalf. Because Exxon has not met its initial burden of 
showing that the Commonwealth's claims against it are based solely on its petitioning activities, I need 
not reach this issue. 
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entirely failed to explain how any of the omissions alleged by the Commonwealth as violating c. 

93A qualify as petitioning protected by § 59H, which applies only to "statements."4 

With respect to statements on which the Commonwealth relies, the mere fact "[t]hat a 

statement concerns a topic that has attracted governmental attention, in itself, does not give that 

statement the [petitioning] character contemplated by the statute." Global NAPs, Inc., 63 Mass. 

App. Ct. at 605. Further, although a commercial motive may not preclude a finding that speech 

constitutes protected petitioning activity, it "may provide evidence that particular statements do 

not constitute petitioning activity." Fustolo, 455 Mass. at 870 & n.11, citing North Am. , 

Expositions Co. Ltd. Partnership, 452 Mass. at 863. For example, speech that is intended to 

achieve a purely commercial result, such as increasing demand for one's products or services, is 

not protected petitioning activity. See Cadle Co., 448 Mass. at 250-254 (defendant lawyer's 

publication of statements on website, allegedly to share with public information about 

company's allegedly unlawful business practices, which he previously provided to regulatory 

officials and courts, did not constitute petitioning activity where he "created the Web site, at least 

in part, to generate more litigation to profit himself and his law firm"); Ehrlich v. Stern, 74 Mass. 

App. Ct. 531, 540-542 (2009). The court considers statements in the context in which they were 

made in determining whether they are protected petitioning. See Wynne v. Creigle, 63 Mass. 

App. Ct. 246, 253 (2005). 

0 In its complaint, the Commonwealth alleges not only misrepresentations by Ex.xon, but also failures to 
disclose information that the Commonwealth contends would be relevant to Massachusetts investors and 
consumers. For example,<; 18 of the Amended Complaint states: "In its communications with investors, 
including [Exxon's] supposed disclosures about climate change, ... ExxonMobil has failed to disclose the 
full extent of the risks of climate change to the world's people, the fossil fuel industry, and [Ex.xon]." 
Further, "[i]n its marketing and sales of ExxonMobil products to Massachusetts consumers, ... 
ExxonMobil likewise has failed ... to disclose in those advertisements and promotional materials that the 
development, refining, and normal consumer use of ExxonMobil fossil fuel products emit large volumes 
of greenhouse gases, which are causing global average temperatures to rise and destabilizing the global 
climate system." Id. at ,i 33; see also ,i 538. 
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Climate change indisputably is a topic that has attracted governmental attention. And, 

indeed, some Exxon statements referenced in the complaint constitute protected petitioning 

within the scope of§ 59H because they were made "in connection with an issue under 

consideration or review by a legislative, executive, or judicial body" and/or "to encourage 

consideration or review of an issue by a legislative executive, or judicial body or any other 

governmental proceeding." However, Exxon cannot "obtain dismissal through an anti-SLAPP 

motion just because some of the allegations in the complaint are directed at conduct by the 

defendants that constitutes petitioning activity." Haverhill Stem LLC v. Jennings, 99 Mass. App. 

Ct. 626, 634 (2021 ). Rather, Exxon must show "that the complaint, fairly read, is based solely 

on petitioning, and to that end the allegations need to be carefully parsed even within a single 

count." Id. (emphasis in original). It is apparent from the context in which they were made that 

many Exxon statements referenced in the complaint are not protected. See Cadle Co., 448 Mass. 

at 250 (attorney published statements "not as a member of the public who had been injured by ... 

alleged practices, but as an attorney advertising his legal services"). 5 

Review of a just a few of the Commonwealth's allegations suffices to demonstrate that 

each of its claims is not based solely on Exxon's petitioning activities. First, with respect to 

Count I, the Commonwealth alleges that Exxon has consistently represented to investors that it 

will "face virtually no meaningful transition risks from climate change because aggressive 

regulatory action is unlikely, renewable energy sources are uncompetitive, and fossil fuel 

demand and investment will continue to grow." Amended Complaint, ,r 497. · As an example, 

5 As an example, Exxon's "lobbying efforts" are arguably protected petitioning activities. But the anti
SLAPP inquiry produces an all or nothing result as to each count of the complaint. Ehrlich, 74 Mass. 
App. Ct. at 536. "Either [a] count survives the anti-SLAPP inquiry or it does not, and the statute does not 
create a process for parsing counts to segregate components that can proceed from those that cannot." Id. 
(citations omitted). 
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. . 

the Commonwealth alleges that, in its 2019 Energy and Carbon Summary issued to investors, 

Exxon modeled a scenario where global temperatures would increase by 2 degrees Celsius. 

Amended Complaint, 1 506. Exxon stated: 

[b ]ased on currently anticipated production schedules, we estimate that by 2040 a 
substantial majority of our year-end 2017 proved reserves will have been 
produced. Since the 2°C scenarios average implies significant use of oil and 
natural gas through the middle of the century, we believe these reserves face little 
risk from declining demand. 

Amended Complaint, 1510. In the same document, Exxon claimed that its "actions to address 

the risks of climate change ... position ExxonMobil to meet the demands of an evolving energy 

system." Amended Complaint, 1606. One of those "actions" is "[p]roviding products to help 

[Exxon's] customers reduce their emissions," including its Synergy™ fuels, which "yield better 

gas mileage, reduce emissions and improve engine responsiveness." Id. 

Second, as to Count II, the Commonwealth alleges that Exxon markets its Synergy™ 

brand fuels to consumers, on its promotional website, as being "engineered for.[b Jetter gas 

mileage" and "[l]ower emissions." Id. at 1 595. For example, Exxon promotes its "Synergy 

Diesel Efficient™" fuel to consumers as the "latest breakthrough technology," and the "first 

diesel fuel widely available in the US" that helps "increase fuel economy" and "[r]educe 

emissions and burn cleaner," and represents that it "was created to Jet you drive cleaner, smarter 

and longer." Id. at 1593. Finally, in support of Count III, the Commonwealth alleges that 

Exxon's "Protect Tomorrow. Today," marketing campaign amounts to deceptive 

"greenwashing" because Exxon falsely states that "Protect Tomorrow. Today" "defines [its] 

approach to the environment." Id. at 'll1633, 639, 643. 

Exxon has not shown, by a preponderance of the evidence, that it made any of these 

statements solely, or even primarily, to influence, inform, or reach any governmental body, 
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directly or indirectly. Instead, the statements appear to be directed at influencing investors to 

retain or purchase Exxon's securities or inducing consumers to purchase Exxon's products and 

thereby increase its profits. Compare Cadle Co., 448 Mass. at 252 ("palpable commercial 

motivation behind" defendant's creation of website "so definitively undercuts" petitioning 

character of statements published on website) with Cardno ChemRisk, LLC v. Foytlin, 4 76 Mass. 

479, 485-486 (2017) (activists' blog highlighting deceptive practices of company that reported 

on oil spill was protected petitioning activity, "implicit[ly] call[ing] for its readers to take action" 

to influence government). Because neither such statements nor the omissions alleged by the 

Commonwealth are protected under G.L. c. 59H, Exxon's special motion to dismiss must be 

denied. 

ORDER 

For the reasons stated above, it is hereby ORDERED that Exxon's Special Motion to 

Dismiss the Amended Complaint pursuant to the anti-SLAPP statute, G.L. c. 231, § 59H, is 

DENIED. 

Isl Karen F. Green 
Karen F. Green 
Associate Justice of the Superior Court 

Dated: June 22, 2021 
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SUFFOLK, ss. 

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 

SUPERIOR COURT 
CIVIL ACTION 
NO. 1984CV03333-BLSI 

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS 

vs. 

M~ EXXON MOBIL CORPORATION 

MEMORANDUM OF DECISION AND ORDER ON DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION TO DISMISS AMENDED COMPLAINT 

06-~.3. c)_( 

Te,F 
c,c.+~ec 
'l>J-T The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, by its Attorney General, brings this action against 

'TV~ Exxon Mobil Corporation ("Exxon") for violations ofG.L. c. 93A. The Commonwealth claims 
'\T',c} 

pe., that Exxon has "systematically and intentionally ... misled Massachusetts investors and 

consumers about climate change"; more specifically, that Exxon "has been dishonest with 

investors about the material climate-driven risks to its business and with consumers about how 

its fossil fuel p~oducts cause climate change .... " Amended Complaint, , 1. 
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I 1: 
The Commonwealth filed its original complaint, alleging four violations of c. 93A, in this '' 

-----le.CJ 
~A? 
rq--fjfa-
55 ----

court on October 24, 2019. On November 29, 2019, Exxon removed the case to the United 

States District Court for the District of Massachusetts. The Commonwealth moved to remand on 

December 26, 2019, and on March 17, 2020, the District Court remanded the case to this court. 

On June 5, 2020, the Commonwealth filed an Amended Complaint, alleging three violations of c. 

93A. Specifically, the Commonwealth claims that Exxon has: (1) misrepresented and failed to 

~disclose material facts regarding systemic climate change risks to Massachusetts investors 

m.o 
I 

(Count I); (2) deceived Massachusetts consumers by misrepresenting the purported 

environmental benefit of using its Synergy™ and Mobil I™ products and failed to disclose the 

risks of climate change caused by its fossil fuel product (Count II); and (3) deceived 
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Massachusetts consumers by promoting false and misleading "greenwashing" campaigns (Count 

III). 1 The Commonwealth requests injunctive relief, $5,000 for each violation of c. 93A, and an 

award of costs and attorneys' fees. 

The matter is now before me on Exxon's Motion to Dismiss for lack of personal 

jurisdiction and for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, pursuant to Mass. R. 

Civ. P. 12(b)(2) and 12(b)(6), respectively. For the reasons that follow, Exxon's motion is 

DENIED. 

BACKGROUND 

The Comonwealth's Amended Complaint, which is 202 pages and contains 770 

paragraphs, cites to and quotes from numerous Exxon documents. I provide only a general 

overview of the Commonwealth's allegations here. I discuss other pertinent facts and allegations 

in the respective sections of the Discussion. 

Since at least the late 1970s, Exxon has known that its fossil fuel products cause climate 

change. Exxon also knew the dangerous effects of global warming, resulting from increasing use 
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of fossil fuels, on the global ecosystem. In the past, Exxon has described the impacts of climate , i 

change and global warming as akin to other "existential threats to human survival, such as 'a 

nuclear holocaust or world famine"' and "globally catastrophic." Amended Complaint, ,r,r 86, 

90, 96. Exxon knew that, once measurable, climate change effects "might not be reversible," and 

that "(m]itigation of the 'greenhouse effect' would require major reductions in fossil fuel." Id. at 

,r I 07. Exxon und_erstood the risk climate change poses to its business. 

Despite knowing this information, Exxon has deceived Massachusetts investors in its 

marketing of securities by misrepresenting and failing to disclose the risk posed by climate 

1 In its original complaint, the Commonwealth also claimed that Exxon's allegedly materially false and misleading 
statements to Massachusetts investors regarding its use of a proxy cost of carbon violated c. 93A. 
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change to Exxon's business. For example, Exxon knows the "physical risks" from climate 

change, such as sea level rise, extreme weather, drought, and excessive heat, would harm fossil 

fuel demand because of efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and market shifts to cleaner 

energy. These climate risks threaten the value of Exxon's business prospects and the value of 

Exxon securities held by Massachusetts investors. Instead of disclosing this information, Exxon 

has told Massachusetts investors that Exxon faces few if any financial risks from climate change, 

and little risk that its fossil fuel assets will be stranded, i.e., "rendered economically incapable of 

being developed because of governmental limits on emissions and other measures that increase 

the cost of developing fossil fuel reserves and shift demand away from fossil fuels." Amended 

Complaint, ,r 19. 

Exxon has also deceived Massachusetts consumers by misrepresenting and failing to 

disclose that normal use of its fossil fuel products, like gasoline and motor oil, causes climate 

change. For example, Exxon deceptively markets Synergy™ as a product that improves, rather 

than harms, the environment. Finally, Exxon deceptively advertises itself as a company that 

protects the environment even though it knows continued reliance on its fossil fuels will harm 

the environment. 

DISCUSSION 

I. Personal Jurisdiction2 

Exxon first argues that this court lacks personal jurisdiction over it because Exxon is an 

out-of-state resident and the Commonwealth's claims challenge Exxon's statements and 

activities outside Massachusetts. 

2 When a defense of lack of personal jurisdiction is raised, the court should resolve that issue before dealing with 
other questions, such as a Rule 12(b)(6) motion, that goes to the case's merits. See Allorney Gen. v. Industrial Nat'/ 
Bank of Rhode Island, 380 Mass. 533, 534 (1980). 
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"For a nonresident to be subject to the authority of a Massachusetts court, the exercise of 

jurisdiction must satisfy both the Massachusetts's long-arm statute, G.L. c. 223A, § 3, and the 

requirements of the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States 

Constitution." Exxon Mobil Corp. v. Attorney Gen., 479 Mass. 312, 314 (2018), citing SCVNGR, 

Inc. v. Punchh, Inc., 478 Mass. 324, 325 (2017). Exxon is a New Jersey corporation with a 

· principal place of business in Texas. The Supreme Judicial Court ("SJC") has determined that 

Exxon is not subject to general jurisdiction in Massachusetts. See Exxon Mobil Corp. v. 

Attorney Gen., 479 Mass. at 314 (concluding that total of Exxon's activities in Massachusetts 

does not approach volume required for assertion of general jurisdiction); see also Goodyear 

Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915,919 (2011) (court may assert general 

jurisdiction over corporation when its affiliations with the State are so "continuous and 

systematic" as to render them essentially at home in the forum State). Thus, the question is 

whether Exxon's contacts with Massachusetts are sufficient to confer specific jurisdiction under 

Massachusetts's long-arm statute, G.L. c. 223A, § 3. 

"Specific jurisdiction exists when there is a demonstrable nexus between a plaintiffs 

claims and a defendant's forum-based activities, such as when the litigation itself is founded 

directly on those activities." Massachusetts School of Law at Andover, Inc. v. American Bar 

Association, l 42 F.3d 26, 34 (I st Cir. 1998); see G.L. c. 223A, § 3 (granting jurisdiction over 

claims "arising from" certain enumerated grounds occurring within Massachusetts). It is 

confined to adjudication of"issues deriving from, or connected with, the very controversy that 

establishes jurisdiction." Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A., 564 U.S. at 919 (quotations 

and citation omitted). "Or put just a bit differently, 'there must be "an affiliation between the 

forum and the underlying controversy, principally, [an] activity or an occurrence that takes place 
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in the forum State and is therefore subject to the State's regulation."'" Ford Motor Co. v. 

Montana Eighth Judicial District Court, _U.S. __ , 141 S. Ct. 1017, 1025 (2021), quoting 

Bristol-Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court of Cal., San Francisco Cty., 582 U.S._, 137 S.Ct. 

1773, 1780 (2017). Thus, the question is whether a nexus exists between Exxon's in-state 

activities and the Commonwealth's legal claims. See Exxon Mobil Corp., 479 Mass. at 315. 

The Commonwealth's claims are based on G.L. c. 93A, "a statute of broad impact" that 

prohibits "unfair methods of competition" and "unfair or deceptive acts or practices in the 

conduct of any trade or commerce." Slaney v. Westwood Auto, Inc., 366 Mass. 688, 693-694 

(1975); G.L. c. 93A, § 2(a). The Commonwealth alleges that Exxon has misled Massachusetts 

consumers and investors about the impact of fossil fuels on both the Earth's climate and the 

company's value, in violation of c. 93A. See Exxon Mobil Corp., 479 Mass. at 316. In its 

Amended Complaint, the Commonwealth claims that Exxon has made "significant factual 

misstatements" and failed "to make disclosures to investors and consumers that would have been 

material to decisions by Massachusetts investors to purchase, sell, retain, and price ExxonMobil 

securities and by Massachusetts consumers to purchase ExxonMobil fossil fuel products that 

cause climate change." Amended Complaint, ,r 2. See also Exxon Mobil Corp., 479 Mass. at 

316 (Commonwealth claims that "[d]espite [Exxon's] sophisticated internal knowledge" about 

impact of fossil fuels on both Earth's climate and value of the company, "'Exxon failed to 

disclose what it knew to either the co"nsumers who purchased its fossil fuel products or investors 

who purchased its securities"'). 

A. Burden of Proof and Standard of Review 

The Commonwealth "has the burden of establishing the facts upon which the question of 

personal jurisdiction over [Exxon] is to be determined." Droukas v. Divers Training Academy, 
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Inc., 375 Mass. 149, 151 (1978). The Commonwealth "must eventually establish jurisdiction by 

a preponderance of the evidence at an evidentiary hearing or at trial." Cepeda v. Kass, 62 Mass. 

App. Ct. 732, 738 (2004). When a defendant challenges the assertion of personal jurisdiction 

over it, the court, in its discretion, may either (1) consider the motion under the primafacie 

standard and defer a final determination on the issue until the time of trial, when the plaintiff 

must establish jurisdiction by a preponderance of the evidence, or (2) hold an evidentiary hearing 

under the preponderance of evidence standard. See van Schonau-Riedweg v. Rothschild Bank 

AG, 95 Mass. App. Ct. 471,483 (2019); Cepeda, 62 Mass. App. Ct. at 739-740; see also Mass. 

R. Civ. P. 12(d) (motion pursuant to 12(b)(2) "shall be heard and determined before trial ... 

unless the court orders that the hearing and determination thereof be deferred until the trial"). 

Courts typically resolve such motions by applying the primafacie standard. Cepeda, 62 

Mass. App. Ct. at 737 (most common approach allows court to determine rule 12(b)(2) motion 

solely on affidavits and other written evidence without conducting an evidentiary hearing). The 

plaintiff "must make a prima facie showing of evidence that, if credited, would be sufficient to 

support findings of all facts essential to personal jurisdiction." Fern v. Immergut, 55 Mass. App. 

Ct. 577, 579 (2002). In evaluating whether aprimafacie showing has been made, the court acts 

as a data collector, not as a fact finder, and the plaintiffs burden is one of production, not 

persuasion. Cepeda, 62 Mass. App. Ct. at 737-738. The court takes "specific facts affirmatively 

alleged by the plaintiff as true (whether or not disputed) and construe[s] them in the light most 

congenial to the plaintiffs jurisdictional claim." Massachusetts School of Law at Andover, Inc., 

142 F.3d at 34; see Cepeda, 62 Mass. App. Ct. at 739 (that facts may be controverted by 

defendant does not overcome primafacie showing). The court then "add[s] to the mix facts put 

forward by defendants; to the extent they are uncontradicted." Massachusetts School of Law at 
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Andover, Inc., 142 F.3d at 34. Where a court denies a motion pursuant to Mass. R. Civ. P. 

12(b )(2), without holding an evidentiary hearing, it "reserves the jurisdictional issue, unless 

waived by the defendant, for final determination at the trial, pursuant to a preponderance of the 

evidence standard." Cepeda, 62 Mass. App. Ct. at 737. 

This court will apply the prima facie standard in ruling on Exxon's motion and thereby 

reserves the jurisdictional issue for final determination at trial based on a preponderance of the 

evidence. See id. 

B. Long-Arm Statute 

The Massachusetts long-arm statute, G.L. c. 223A, § 3, "sets out a list of specific 

instances in which a Massachusetts court may acquire personal jurisdiction over a nonresident 

defendant." Tatro v. Manor Care, Inc., 416 Mass. 763, 767 (1994). The Commonwealth asserts 

specific jurisdiction under section (a), which extends "personal jurisdiction over a person, who 

acts directly or by an agent, as to a cause of action in law or equity arising from the person's ... 

transacting any business" in Massachusetts.3 

The Commonwealth's allegations in this case may be categorized as (I) allegations that 

Exxon misled Massachusetts investors in connection with their decisions to buy, hold, and sell 

3 The Commonwealth also contends that Exxon is subject to personal jurisdiction under G.L. c. 223, § 3(c), which 
authorizes personal jurisdiction over a non-resident who causes "tortious injury" by an "act or omission in this 
Commonwealth," and § 3( d) which authorizes personal jurisdiction over a non-resident who causes "tortious injury 
in this commonwealth by an act or omission outside this commonwealth ifhe regularly does or solicits business, or 
engages in any other persistent course of conduct, or derives substantial revenue from goods used or consumed or 
services rendered, in this commonwealth." Because I conclude that§ 3(a) grants personal jurisdiction over Exxon, I 
need not decide whether§ 3(c) and (d) do as well. Nevertheless, there is some indication in the case law that§ 3(d) 
may not be relied upon to establish specific jurisdiction. See Fletcher Fixed Income Alpha Fund, Ltd. v. Grant 
Thornton LLP, 89 Mass. App. Ct. 718, 725 (2016), citing Connecticut Nat. Bank v. Hoover Treated Wood Prods., 
Inc., 37 Mass. App. Ct. 231, 233 n.6 (1994) (§ 3[d] "is predicated on general jurisdiction," i.e., defendant having 
engaged in continuous and systematic activity in forum, unrelated to suit); Fern, 55 Mass. App. Ct. at 581 n.9 
(referring to claim under§ 3[d] as one for general jurisdiction); Ericson v. Conagra Foods, Inc., 2020 U.S. Dist. 
LEXIS 219813 *9 (D. Mass. 2020), and cases cited ("Section 3(d) is the Massachusetts long-arm statute's general 
personal jurisdiction provision and is applicable only if the defendant is subject to general personal jurisdiction in 
Massachusetts."). 
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Exxon securities (Count I); and (2) allegations that Exxon misled Massachusetts consumers in 

connection with their decisions to purchase Exxon products (Count II and III). Although no 

Massachusetts state court has specifically adopted a claim-specific analysis under G.L. c. 223A, I 

will consider the investor claim and the consumer claims separately under c. 223A(a). See 

Figawi, Inc. v. Horan, 16 F. Supp. 2d 74, 79 (D. Mass. 1998) (referencing claim-specific nature 

of"specific" in personam jurisdiction under§ 3(a)).4 

"For jurisdiction to exist under§ 3(a), the facts must satisfy two requirements - the , I 
I 

defendant must have transacted business in Massachusetts, and the plaintiffs claim must have 

arisen from the transaction of business by the defendant." Tatro, 416 Mass. at 767. The court 

construes these dual requirements "broadly." Id. at 771. The transacting business requirement 

"embraces any purposeful acts performed in Massachusetts whether personal, private, or 

commercial." Johnson v. Witkowski, 30 Mass. App. Ct. 697, 713 (1991). The "arising from" 

requirement creates a "but for" test. See Tatro, 416 Mass. at 770-771. Exxon apparently does 

not dispute that it transacts business in Massachusetts; instead, it argues that the 

Commonwealth's claims do not "arise from" Exxon's transaction of business in Massachusetts.5 

I. Count I 

4 The First Circuit "divides [the due process] minimum contacts analysis into three inquires: purposeful availment, 
relatedness, and reasonableness." Astra-Med, Inc. v. Nihon Kohden America, Inc., 591 F.3d l, 9 (1st Cir. 2009). In 
evaluating relatedness under the due process analysis, "questions of specific jurisdiction are always tied to the 
particular claims asserted." Phillips Exeter Academy v. Howard Phillips Fund, Inc., 196 F.3d 284,289 (1st Cir. 
1999). ··To satisfy the relatedness prong, [the plaintiff] must show a nexus between its claims and [the defendant's] 
forum-based activities." A Corp. v. All Am. Plumbing. Inc., 812 F.3d 54, 59 (1st Cir. 2016). 
'Exxon also makes this argument in connection with the second due process prong, that is, the requirement that the 
claim "arise out of or relate to the defendant's contacts with the forum." Bulldog Investors Gen. P 'ship v. Secretary 
of the Commonwealth, 457 Mass. 210,217 (2010) (citations and quotations omitted). The court, however, must 
consider the requirements of the long-arm statute first. See SCVNGR, INC., 478 Mass. at 329-330(2017) 
(requirements of G L. c. 223A, § 3 "may not be circumvented by restricting the jurisdictional inquiry to due process 
considerations"). 
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The Commonwealth claims that Exxon deceived investors about the long-term health of 

Exxon by failing to disclose the full extent of risks associated with climate change and climate 

regulation. Exxon contends that the court lacks jurisdiction over the investor deception claim 

because it does not arise from Exxon's contacts with the forum. More specifically, Exxon argues 

that any statements the Commonwealth alleges Exxon made regarding the impact of climate 

risks on future demand for oil and natural gas and Exxon's processes for assessing those risks 

·were not made in Massachusetts. I disagree. 

The Commonwealth alleges that Exxon "offers its securities, including its common stock 

and debt instruments, directly to Massachusetts investors" and "investment managers," that 

"collectivelyO hold millions of shares of [Exxon] common stock worth billions of dollars." 

Amended Complaint, ,r,r 270,273; see id. at ,r,r 271, 274-279, 281-283, 289.6 The 

Commonwealth further alleges: 

Notwithstanding the additional anticipated costs it expects to incur as a result of 
increased efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, [Exxon] insists that its 
businesses will continue to meet growing demand for fossil fuel energy around 
the world and its reserves are not at risk of becoming stranded. Over the last 
decade, [Exxon] assured its Massachusetts ... investors[, including State Street 
Corporation, Wellington Management Group, Fidelity Investments, and Boston 
Trust Walden Company and their affiliates,] that it has accounted for such risks 
by building into its business planning what is known as a 'proxy cost' of carbon, 
which accounts for the likelihood of increasing costs from policies that will tax or 
regulate greenhouse gas emissions from [Exxon's] operations and fossil fuel 
products. 

This story of careful risk management was highly misleading, as [Exxon's] actual 
internal practices were, in fact, inconsistent with its representations to investors 
and did not actually influence [Exxon's] business decisions. 

6 As an example, the Commonwealth claims that: "As of December 31, 2019, State Street [Corporation and its 
affiliates] was the third-largest institutional investor in [Exxon] common stock, holding 202,281,808 shares with a 
total value of approximately $14.1 billion." Amended Complaint, 1[ 275. 
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Amended Complaint, 1120, 358. The Commonwealth also references direct communications 

between Exxon and Massachusetts investors regarding the impact of climate change and climate 

change regulation on Exxon's business and Exxon's management of climate risk, including its 

proxy cost of carbon. Id. at 11446-469. These included a 2015 meeting with Wellington 

Management at which Exxon's CEO "relayed ... that Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

scientists with whom Exxon[] works ha[ d] advised [Exxon] that 'the jury is still out,' on climate 

change"; a 2016 meeting with Fidelity Investments at which Exxon's CEO "expressed his 

skepticism about the viability ofrenewable energy and his confidence in Exxon[]'s business 

model in the context of proposals to increase the use ofrenewables"; and various other meetings 

in Boston in 2017 and 2018 between representatives of Exxon and of Massachusetts institutional 

investors. Id. at 11452, 455, 459-467. 

In notes from its March 17, 2017 meeting with Exxon, State Street writes that Exxon 

stated that, "the price of carbon is used as a modeling tool and [Exxon] has used this since 2007 

and it considered the proxy cost of carbon before COP21 [the United Nations climate change 

conference] so the [Paris] climate agreement did not impact their strategy because they had 

I 
I 

I 
, I 

i 1 

! 

already accounted for a global event like that." Exhibit 8 to Affidavit of!. Andrew Goldberg. I! 

Further, when asked about "stranded assets," Exxon replied that it "has 13 years of proven 

reserves but there are opportunities for future development and the resource development 

planning process is robust and there is a process in place to look at future returns that considers 

geopolitical risk, regulations, environniental impact assessments, etc." Id. 

These are examples of statements that the Commonwealth alleges were deceptive 

because Exxon failed to disclose known risks to its business presented by climate change. 

Indeed, a few months later, in October 2017, a representative from Wellington Management 
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pointed this out. The Wellington representative stated in notes from an Exxon meeting, in which 

several investors participated: 

Despite the strong message from shareholders asking for [Exxon] to address 
climate risks in its long-term planning, the company continues to avoid the real 
issue. Instead, [Exxon] responded by focusing on the algae biofuel research 
results they announced in June. [Exxon] has put a lot of money into advertising 
this research, which I believe is an effort to improve its image on environmental 
issues rather than an effort to truly address risks posed by climate change to their 
business. 

Id. at Exhibit 9. 

Thus, the Commonwealth has shown that its claim regarding investor deception arises 

from Exxon's contacts with Massachusetts. The Commonwealth has sufficiently alleged that 

Massachusetts investors would not have purchased or retained Exxon's stocks but for its 

misrepresentations and omissions concerning the risk of climate change to its business. 

2. Counts II and III 

The SJC already has determined that Exxon's "franchise network of more than 300 retail 

service stations under the Exxon and Mobil brands that sell gasoline and other fossil fuel 

products to Massachusetts consumers," represents Exxon's "purposeful and successful 

solicitation of business from residents of the Commonwealth," such that it satisfies the 

"transacting any business" prong of§ 3(a). Exxon Mobil Corp., 479 Mass. at 317-318. If the 

Commonwealth's consumer deception claims arise from this franchise network of Exxon and 

Mobil-branded fuel stations, the court can assert personal jurisdiction over Exxon. Again, the 

SJC has concluded that "[t]hrough its control over franchisee advertising, Exxon communicates 

directly with Massachusetts consumers about its fossil fuel products .... " Exxon Mobil Corp., 

479 Mass. at 320.7 Exxon argues that because the advertisements at these franchises "do not 

7 Exl<on argues that the SJ C's analysis does not control here because, according to the SJC, "the [Civil Investigative 
Demand] context requires that we broaden our analysis to consider the relationship between Exxon's Massachusetts 
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contain the purported misrepresentations that give rise to the consumer deception claim," Reply 

Memorandum at page 6, they cannot support personal jurisdiction over Exxon. I am not 

persuaded. 

A person may violate G.L. c. 93A through false or misleading advertising. See id. 

"[ A Jdvertising need not be totally false in order to be deemed deceptive in the context of G.L. c. 

93A .... The criticized advertising may consist of a half-truth, or even may be true as a literal 

matter, but still create an over-all misleading impression through failure to disclose material 

information." Aspinall v. Philip Morris Cos., 442 Mass. 381, 394-395 (2004); Underwood v. 

Risman, 414 Mass. 96, 99-100 (1993) (duty exists under c. 93A to disclose material facts known 

to a party at time of transaction); 940 Code Mass. Regs.§ 3.05(1) ("No claim or representation 

shall be made by any means concerning a product which directly, or by implication, or by failure 

to adequately disclose additional relevant information, has the capacity or tendency or effect of 

deceiving buyers or prospective buyers in any material respect."). 

The Commonwealth claims that Exxon "deceives Massachusetts consumers by failing to 

disclose in advertisements and promotional materials directed at them ... the extreme safety risk 

associated with the use of [Exxon's J dangerous fossil fuel products, which are causing 

potentially 'catastrophic' climate change .... " Amended Complaint, ,r,r 578, 579. It further 

alleges that Exxon's "misleading representations and omissions to consumers are material 

because disclosure of information that [Exxon] knows regarding the dangerous climate effects of 

activities and the 'central areas of inquiry covered by the [Attorney General's] investigation, regardless of whether 
that investigation has yet to indicate [any] ... wrongdoing."' Exxon Mobil Corp., 479 Mass. at 315. 
Notwithstanding the SJ C's use of the word "broad," the question before this court is whether the Commonwealth's 
claims arise from Exxon's transaction of business in Massachusetts. To the extent that the Commonwealth alleges 
that Exxon is deceiving its customers through its franchisees, the SJC's analysis controls. 
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using [Exxon's] fossil fuel products would influence the purchasing behavior of Massachusetts 

consumers." Id. at 136. 

In response to Exxon's motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction, the 

Commonwealth submitted the affidavit of I. Andrew Goldberg, which contains photographs of 

signs posted at Exxon and Mobil-branded fuel stations in Massachusetts. These signs state that 

Exxon's Synergy™ "Supreme" gas "provides 2x cleaner engine for better gas mileage," but do 

not state that the gas causes climate change. It is Exxon's failure to disclose this allegedly 

material information to Massachusetts consumers that forms the basis of Count II of the 

Commonwealth's complaint. The Commonwealth claims that Exxon's failure to include 

allegedly material information in its in-state advertising created an over-all misleading 

impression in violation of c. 93A. See Aspinall, 442 Mass. at 394-395 ( criticized advertising 

may create an over-all misleading impression through failure to disclose material information). 8 

Thus, the Commonwealth's claims regarding consumer deception arise from Exxon's 

advertisements through its Massachusetts franchisees. More specifically, the alleged injury to 

Massachusetts consumers, that is, their purchase in Massachusetts of"dangerous" fossil fuel 

products, would not have occurred "but for" Exxon's failure to disclose additional and allegedly 

relevant information about those products at its franchise stations. 

C. Due Process 

The court must also determine whether the exercise of personal jurisdiction over Exxon 

comports with the requirements of due process. The "touchstone" of this inquiry is "whether the 

defendant purposefully established 'minimum contacts' in the forum state." Tatro, 416 Mass. at 

8 Exxon also argues that the Commonwealth's "greenwashing" claim does not arise from its forum contacts. But 
part of Exxon's "greenwashing" claim involves the selling of Exxon's products at its Exxon and Mobil-branded fuel 

. stations in Massachusetts, including Mobil I™, which is "literally colored green by" Exxon. See Commonwealth's 
Opposition, page 6; Amended Complaint, ~ 611. 
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772, quoting Burger King Corp. v. Rudzewicz, 471 U.S. 462,474 (1985). "The governing 

principle [of due process] is the fairness of subjecting a defendant to suit in a distant forum." 

Good Hope Indus., Inc. v. Ryder Scott Co., 378 Mass. 1, 7 (1979). A plaintiff seeking to assert 

personal jurisdiction over a defendant must establish that: (1) the defendant purposefully availed 

itself of the privilege of conducting activities within the forum State, thus invoking the benefits 

and protections of its laws; (2) the claim arises out of or relates to the defendant's contacts with 

the forum state; and (3) the assertion of jurisdiction over the defendant does not offend 

traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice. Bulldog Investors Gen. P 'ship v. 

Secretary of the Commonwealth, 457 Mass. 210,217 (2010) (citations and quotations omitted). 

The court's exercise of personal jurisdiction over Exxon comports with the requirements 

of due process. First, the SJC already has held that Exxon has purposefully availed itself of the 

privilege of conducting business activities in Massachusetts. See Exxon Mobil Corp., 479 Mass. 

at 321-323. 

Further, as discussed above, the claims asserted by the Commonwealth arise out of 

Exxon's contacts with Massachusetts. See Tatro, 416 Mass. at 772, citing Burger King Corp., 

471 U.S. at 472 ("The plaintiffs claim must arise out of, or relate to, the defendant's forum 

contacts."); see also Ford Motor Co., 141 S. Ct. at 1026, 1028 (quotations and citation omitted) 
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Finally, the exercise of personal jurisdiction over Exxon does not offend "traditional 

notions of fair play and substantial justice." See Exxon Mobil Corp., 479 Mass. at 323, quoting 

International Shoe Co. v. Washington, 326 U.S. 310,316 (1945). The Commonwealth has a 

strong interest in enforcing its consumer protection law, including against allegedly false and 

misleading statements, in Massachusetts. Meanwhile, Exxon delivers its products into the 

stream of commerce with the expectation that they will be purchased by consumers in all states, 

including Massachusetts. See World-Wide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444 U.S. 286, 297-

298 (1980) (forum State does not exceed its powers under Due Process Clause if it asserts 

personal jurisdiction over corporation that delivers its products into stream of commerce with 

expectation that they will be purchased by consumers in forum State). Exxon also interacts with 

, I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

; ' 
, I 

investors in Massachusetts with the expectation that they will purchase and retain its securities. ' 'I 

Although having to litigate this case in Massachusetts may result in some inconvenience to 

Exxon, any such inconvenience is outweighed by the Commonwealth's interest in enforcing its 

laws in a Massachusetts forum. See Bulldog Investors Gen. P 'ship, 457 Mass. at 218 

(Commonwealth's interest in adjudicating violations of Massachusetts securities laws in 

Massachusetts forum outweighed any inconvenience to out-of-state defendant resulting from 

having to litigate there). 

Because the court's exercise of jurisdiction over Exxon satisfies both the Massachusetts 

long-arm statute, G.L. c. 223A, § 3, and the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to 

the United States Constitution, Exxon's motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction is 

denied. 

II. Failure to State a Claim 
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In deciding the motion tci dismiss, the court accepts as true the factual allegations of the 

complaint and the reasonable inferences that can be drawn from those facts in the plaintiffs 

favor. Foster v. Commissioner of Correction (No. 2), 484 Mass. 1059, 1059 (2020), citing 

Iannacchino v. Ford Motor Co., 451 Mass. 623, 625 n.7 (2008). The court considers whether 

the allegations, if true, plausibly suggest an entitlement to any relief against the defendant. 

Foster, 484 Mass. at 1060, citing Iannacchino, 45 I Mass. at 635-636. 

Chapter 93A prohibits "unfair methods of competition"9 and "unfair or deceptive acts or 

practices in the conduct of any trade or commerce." Slaney, 366 Mass. at 693-694; G.L. c. 93A, 

§ 2(a). "A successful G.L. c. 93A action based on deceptive acts or practices does not require 

proof that a plaintiff relied on the representation ... or that the defendant intended to deceive the 

plaintiff ... or even knowledge on the part of the defendant that the representation was false." 

Aspinall, 442 Mass. at 394 (internal citations omitted). An act or practice is deceptive if it "has 

the capacity to mislead consumers, acting reasonably under the circumstances, to act differently 

from the way they otherwise would have acted (i.e., to entice a reasonable consumer to purchase 

the product)." Id. at 396; see Leardi v. Brown, 394 Mass. 151, 156 (1985) (act or practice is 

deceptive if it possesses "a tendency to deceive"). One can also violate c. 93A "by failing to 

disclose to a buyer· a fact that might have influenced the buyer to refrain from the purchase." 

Greenery Rehabilitation Group, Inc. v. Antaramian, 36 Mass. App. Ct. 73, 78 (1994). In 

determining whether an act or practice is deceptive, the court considers the effect that the act or 

practice might reasonably be expected to have upon the general public. Leardi, 394 Mass. at 

156.10 

9 The Commonwealth has not alleged any unfair methods of competition. 
10 The First Circuit has recently reiterated that a deceptive act or practice consists of three elements: "(I) there must 
be a representation, practice, or omission likely to mislead consumers; (2) the consumers must be interpreting the 
message reasonably under the circumstances; and (3) the misleading effects must be material, that is likely to affect 
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A. Count I 

In this count, the Commonwealth claims that Exxon violated c. 93A by misrepresenting 

and failing to disclose the financial risks to Exxon posed by climate change to Exxon's business 

in its marketing of its securities to Massachusetts investors. The Commonwealth alleges that 

Exxon's "supposed climate risk disclosures [to investors] assert that [Exxon] has accounted for 

and is responsibly managing climate change risks and that, in any event, they pose no 

meaningful threat to the Company's business model, its assets, or the value of its securities." 

Amended Complaint, iJ 4 71. According to the Commonwealth, this is because Exxon claims that 

"fossil fuel demand is fated to grow in the coming decades, clean energy alternatives are not and 
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will not in the near future be competitive with fossil fuels, and the world's governments are I 

, I 
unlikely to constrain fossil fuel use to limit global warming to the levels those governments have , · 

agreed is necessary to avert the most harmful potential consequences of climate change." Id. 

Further, "[t]hese communications are deceptive because they deny or ignore the numerous 

systemic risks that climate change presents to the global economy, the world's financial markets, 

the fossil fuel industry, and ultimately [Exxon's] own business ... despite [Exxon's] longstanding 
1 

scientific understanding of the potentially 'catastrophic' nature of these risks." Amended 

Complaint, ,i 4 72. 

For example, the Commonwealth alleges that Exxon has "repeatedly said that it was 1. 

I I 

accounting for climate change risks through the use of a high and rising 'proxy cost' of carbon 

that would capture the future impact of greenhouse gas regulations" on Exxon's business, yet 

Exxon "did not use proxy costs as represented .... " Amended Complaint, ,i 358, 364. Instead, 

Exxon's "use of a proxy cost of carbon was not, in fact, a serious corporate effort to characterize 

'I I' I: 11 

consumers' conduct or decision with regard to a product." Tomasel/a v. Nestle USA, Inc., 962 F. 3d 60, 72 (I st Cir. 
2020) (quotations and citation omitted). 
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and manage climate change risks. Internally, [Exxon] did not apply proxy costs consistently or 

uniformly; its internal corporate guidance for planning, budgeting, and reserves calculations did 

not match its publicly-disclosed proxy costs. For some projects, [Exxon] did not apply a proxy 

cost at all." Amended Complaint, ,r 384. All the while, however, Exxon "reassured investors 

that the coming regulatory costs of climate change posed no risk of asset stranding and indeed no 

meaningful risk at all to".Exxon. Amended Complaint, ,r 384. 

Exxon contends that this court should dismiss Count I because it fails plausibly to allege 

that reasonable investors would be misled by Exxon's statements about the risks of climate 

change. First, Exxon claims that its statements are not actionable as a matter of law because they 

are "forward looking" statements of opinion and "only statement of facts are actionable." NPS, 

LLC v. Ambac Assur. Corp., 706 F. Supp. 2d 162, 171 (D. Mass. 2010); von Schonau-Riedweg, 

95 Mass. App. Ct. at 497 (statement on which liability for misrepresentation may be based must 

be one of fact, not of expectation, estimate, opinion, or judgment). Statements of opinion and 

belief, however, may be actionable if the "opinion is inconsistent with facts known" at the time 

the statement is made. Marram v. Kabrick Offehore Fund, Ltd, 442 Mass. 43, 57 n.24 (2004). 

Further, a "statement that, in form, is one of opinion, in some circumstances may reasonably be 

interpreted by the recipient to imply that the maker of the statement knows facts that justify the· 

opinion." Briggs v. Carol Cars, Inc., 407 Mass. 391,396 (1990) (uninformed person purchased 

used vehicle from used vehicle dealer whose representations that vehicle was in good condition 

reasonably implied that it was safe and operable and that vehicle's oil requirements would be far 

less than they turned out to be); see also McEneaney v. Chestnut Hill Realty Corp., 38 Mass. 

App. Ct. 573, 575 (1995) ("[A] statement that in form is one of opinion may constitute a 
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statement of fact if it may reasonably be understood by the recipient as implying that there are 

facts to justify the opinion or at least that there are no facts that are incompatible with it."). 

The Commonwealth has specifically alleged that Exxon made statements to investors that ' ,j 

climate change risks pose no meaningful threat to Exxon's business model, its assets, or the 

value of its securities despite Exxon's "longstanding scientific understanding of the potentially 

'catastrophic' nature of these risks." Amended Complaint, "iJ 472. This is enough to survive a 

motion to dismiss. See Marram, 442 Mass. at 62 (whether statements by defendant "are 

unactionable 'mere puffery"' cannot be resolved on pleadings); McEneaney, 38 Mass. App. Ct. 

at 575 ( distinction between statement of fact and statement of opinion is "often a difficult one to 

draw"); see also In re Smith & Wesson Holding Corp., 604 F. Supp. 2d 332,343 (D. Mass. 2009) 

(infonnation offered by defendants to rebut plaintiffs' claims of falsity "may be pertinent to an 

assessment of a future motion for summary judgment, but it cannot support dismissal prior to 

discovery"). 

Second, Exxon contends that Count I is implausible because "Chapter 93A does not 

require a company to disclose 'infonnation [that is] readily available to consumers,"' and 

"Exxon has issued numerous climate risk disclosures." This argument fails for at least two 

reasons. First, Exxon's reliance on Tomasel/a v. Nestle USA, Inc., 962 F.3d 60, 81-82 (1st Cir. 

2020) is misplaced. See id. (affinning dismissal of c. 93A claim based on "pure omission" 

theory; that defendants repeatedly made infonnation about prevalence of worst forms of child 

labor in their supply chains publicly available through their websites and other media mitigated 

concern that their omission at point of sale was unethical under c. 93A, regardless of whether 

plaintiffs were aware of website disclosures). Second, the Commonwealth is not alleging a 

failure to disclose infonnation readily available to the public; it is alleging that Exxon's public 
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disclosures regarding the risks to its business presented by climate change were deceptively 

misleading in light of information Exxon knew, but omitted. 

Next, Exxon contends that the Commonwealth has not plausibly alleged that its failure 

affirmatively to warn investors of systemic climate risks was "knowingD and willful" as required 

by c. 93A. See Underwood, 414 Mass. at 100 (duty exists under c. 93A to disclose material facts 

known to party "at the time of a transaction"; there is no liability for failing to disclose what that 

party does not know); Mayer v. Cohen-Miles, Ins. Agency, Inc., 48 Mass. App. Ct. 435,443 

(2000) ( c. 93A proscribes material, knowing, and willful nondisclosures that are "likely to 

mislead consumers acting reasonably under the circumstances"). To the contrary, the 

Commonwealth has specifically alleged that Exxon knew and purposely concealed such 

information. These allegations that Exxon deliberately misrepresented and omitted information 

about the risks of climate change on its company state a viable claim that Exxon engaged in 

deceptive conduct in violation of G.L. c. 93A. 11 

Exxon also contends that this court should dismiss Count I because it was not engaged in 

"trade or commerce" at the time it made the statements challenged therein. More specifically, 

Exxon claims that it did not sell securities directly to Massachusetts investors and, therefore, its 

purportedly deceptive statements were not made in connection with an offer to sell, or sale of, 

securities. 

Chapter 93A defines "trade and commerce" to include "the advertising, the offering for 

sale, ... the sale, ... or distribution of ... any security." G.L. c. 93A, § I. It shall include "any 

11 Exxon also argues that its statements about its use ofa proxy cost of carbon would not materially mislead 
reasonable investors. The Commonwealth's allegations about proxy costs once supported a separate claim for 
violation of c. 93A, but are now included in Count I. The court will therefore not specifically address Exxon's 
arguments that its disclosures about proxy costs were neither false nor misleading or that no reasonable investor 
would have considered the information material except to note that, like most of Exxon's arguments, they are not 
ones that are appropriately decided at the motion to dismiss stage. 
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trade or commerce directly or indirectly affecting the people of this commonwealth." Id. 

( emphasis added). "By enacting this broad standard for coverage under c. 93A, the Legislature 

provided protection not only for specific individuals involved in a transaction, but also for the 

public as a whole." Manning v. Zuckerman, 388 Mass. 8, 14 (1983). Chapter 93A seeks to deter 

unfair or deceptive acts or practices between particular individuals, and "to reduce the general 

danger to the public arising from the potential for such unscrupulous behavior in the 

marketplace." Id.; see also Ciardi v. F. Hoffmann La Roche, Ltd., 436 Mass. 53, 66-67 (2002) 

(c. 93A's language evinces clear statement oflegislative policy to protect Massachusetts 

consumers through authorization of indirect purchaser actions). 12 At this stage, the 

Commonwealth's allegations are sufficient to state a claim that Exxon was engaged in trade or 

commerce when it made the allegedly deceptive statements to Massachusetts investors. 

B. Count II 

In Count II, the Commonwealth alleges that Exxon has misled Massachusetts consumers 

by advertising that consumer use of certain Exxon products, such as Synergy™ gas and Mobil 

I™ motor oil, will reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Amended Complaint, , 53 8. Further, 

these advertisements are deceptive because Exxon does not disclose that the "development, 

refining, and consumer use of [Exxon] fossil fuel products emit large volumes of greenhouse 

gases, which are causing global average temperatures to rise and destabilizing the global climate 

system." Amended Complaint,, 538. Further, these allegedly false and misleading 

misrepresentations are material because they directly influence a consumer's decision to 

purchase Exxon's products. Amended Complaint,, 537. 

12 I do not find persuasive the single sentence in a twenty-six-year-old, factually distinguishable District Court case 
on which Exxon relies in support of its argument. See Sa/kind v. Wang, 1995 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 4327 *31 (D. Mass. 
1995) (company's public dissemination of statements reflecting confidence in company's future - "simply do not 
constitute 'trade or commerce' as defined under 93A when stock is purchased by investors through open markets"). 
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Exxon argues that the court should dismiss this claim because (1) the Commonwealth 

does not allege that any statements made by Exxon about Synergy™ and Mobil I TM were false; 

(2) Exxon's representations about Synergy™ and Mobil I™ were not misleading half-truths 

because a reasonable consumer would not have been misled by them; and (3) Exxon cannot be 

liable for failing affirmatively to disclose the risks of climate change because a "pure omission" 

is not a basis for liability under c. 93A. I disagree. 

First, "advertising need not be totally false in order to be deemed dect,ptive in the context 

of G.L. c. 93A." Aspinall, 442 Mass. at 394. 13 Advertising may consist of a half-truth, "or even 

may be true as a literal matter, but still create an over-all misleading impression through failure 

to disclose material information." Id. at 395; Greenery Rehabilitation Group, Inc., 36 Mass. 

App. Ct. at 78 ("One can violate § 2 of G.L. c. 93A ... by failing to disclose to a buyer a fact that 

might have influenced the buyer to refrain from the purchase."). Thus, contrary to Exxon's 

argument, the Commonwealth does not have to allege that Exxon's representations about the 

benefits of Synergy™ and Mobil I TM were false to "plausibly allege" that the representations 

were misleading. 14 

Next, Exxon argues that no reasonable consumer would be misled by Exxon's 

advertisements because its statements necessarily imply that their products produce some CO2 

13 See also 940 Code Mass. Regs.§ 3.05(1) ("No claim or representation shall be made by any means concerning a 
product which directly, or by implication, or by failure to adequately disclose additional relevant information, has 
the capacity or tendency or effect of deceiving buyers or prospective buyers in any material respect."); 940 Code 
Mass. Regs. § 3.16(2) (providing that an act or practice is a violation of§ 2, if"[a]ny person or other legal entity 
subject to this act fails to disclose to a buyer or prospective buyer any fact, the disclosure of which may have 
influenced the buyer or prospective buyer not to enter into the transaction"); 940 Code Mass. Regs. § 6.0 I (material 
representation is claim "which has the tendency or capacity to influence the decision ofreasonable buyers or 
reasonable prospective buyers whether to purchase the product"); 940 Code Mass. Regs. § 6.04(1) (misleading 
representation is material representation which seller knows or should know "is false or misleading or has the 
tendency or capacity to be misleading"). These regulations are authorized by G.L. c. 93A, § 2(c), have the force of 
law, and "set standards the violations of which ... constitute violations of c. 93A." Purity Supreme, Inc. v. Attorney 
Gen., 380 Mass. 762, 769-773 (1980). 
14 The case cited by Exxon, Ortiz v. Examworks, Inc., 470 Mass. 784, 794 (2015), did not involve advertisements. 
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emissions and because a reasonable consumer would be aware of the connection between fossil 1 

fuels and climate change. "[ A ]n advertisement is deceptive when it has the capacity to mislead 

consumers, acting reasonably under the circumstances, to act differently from the way they 

otherwise would have acted (i.e., to entice a reasonable consumer to purchase the product)." 

Aspinall, 442 Mass. at 396. Whether statements made by Exxon would have misled a reasonable 

consumer or how Exxon's statements would be understood by a reasonable consumer are 

questions ill-suited for resolution on a motion to dismiss. For example, the court cannot 

conclude at this stage that no reasonable consumer would be misled by Exxon's promotion of its 

Synergy™ fuel on its website: 

Environmental Performance 

Conscientious practices. Rigorous standards. 

Continually improving environmental performance while pursuing reliable 
and affordable energy. 

Ten years ago, we introduced Protect Tomorrow. Today. - a set of expectations 
that serves as the foundation for our environmental performance. Guided by a 
scientific understanding of the environmental impacts and related risks of our 
operations, these rigorous standards and good practices have become an integral 
part of our day-to-day operations in every country in which we do business 
including those with minimal regulations in place .... 

The following are the three major areas in which we've concentrated our efforts 
to reduce environmental impacts .... 

Improve efficiency in consumer use of fuels 

We're continually innovating to develop products that enable customers to reduce 
their energy use and CO2 emissions. For example, we have: ... 

Engineered Fuel Technology Synergy fuels to help improve fuel economy and 
reduce CO2 emissions. 

Amended-Complaint, ,r,r 587,588. 
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Finally, this claim does not involve a "pure omission" as Exxon contends. A pure 

omission occurs when a seller "merely stay[ s J silent about a subject in circumstances that do not 

give any particular meaning to [the] silence." Tomasella, 962 F.3d at 73 (quotations and citation 

omitted). Declaring pure omissions to be deceptive would inevitably "expand[] that concept 

virtually beyond limits," considering the vast universe of "erroneous preconceptions" that 

individual consumers may have about any given product as well as "[t]he number of facts that 

may be material to [them]." Id. at 75 ( quotations and citation omitted). Instead, the 

Commonwealth's claim is based on Exxon advertising that consumer use of its products will 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions when "consumer use of fossil fuel products ( even products that 

may yield relatively more efficient engine performance) increase greenhouse gas emissions." 

Amended Complaint, ,r 582 (emphasis in original). According to the Commonwealth, Exxon is 

not "merely staying silent" about the subject, but is actually (mis)representing that its products 

"reduce greenhouse gas emissions." This is not a prior consumer misconception, see Tomasella, 

962 F.3d at 73; it is a misconception allegedly created by Exxon. 

In addition, the Commonwealth does not claim that Exxon had an affirmative duty to 

warn consumers about climate risks associated with use of its products; it claims that Exxon had 

a duty to fully disclose those risks once it created the impression that using its products resulted 

in environmental benefits. See· Amended Complaint, ,r 582. Compare Tomasella, 962 F.3d at 67 

(First Circuit affirmed dismissal of plaintiff's c. 93A claims and concluded that by not disclosing 

on packaging of their chocolate products that there are known child labor abuses in their cocoa 
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supply chains, defendants "stay[ ed] silent on the subject in a way that [ did] not constitute a half- I 
I, 

truth or create any misleading impressions about the upstream labor conditions in the cocoa I' 

supply chain"). 
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The Commonwealth's allegations about Exxon's deceptive advertising state a viable 

claim that Exxon engaged in unfair and deceptive practices in violation of G.L. c. 93A. 

C. Count III 

Finally, the Commonwealth charges Exxon with "greenwashing," which it defines as 

"advertising and promotional materials designed to convey a false impression that a company is 

more environmentally responsible than it really is, and so to induce consumers to purchase its 

products." Amended Complaint, 1 540. Exxon's "deceptive 'greenwashing' campaigns ... 

target Massachusetts consumers with false and misleading messages about [Exxon's] leadership 

in solving the problem of climate change, support of action to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, 

and focus on developing clean energy to 'protect tomorrow today,' and to protect future 

generations." Amended Complaint, 1762. Exxon "promotes its products by falsely depicting 

[itself] as a leader in addressing climate change ... without disclosing (i) [Exxon's] ramp up of 

fossil fuel production in the face of a growing climate emergency; (ii) the minimal investment 

[Exxon] is actually making in clean energy compared to its investment in business-as-usual fossil 

fuel production; and (iii) [Exxon's] efforts to undermine measures that would improve consumer 

fuel economy." Id. at 1 541. These misrepresentations and omissions mislead consumers by 

"obscuring the extreme effects of climate change caused by the production and normal use of 

[Exxon's] fossil fuel products." Id. at 1763. Further, Exxon "saturat[es] its brand with 

deceptive 'green' images that portray ExxonMobil as a good environmental steward .... " Id. at 1 

633. For example, the Commonwealth alleges that Exxon describes its "Protect Tomorrow. 

Today." campaign, as "defin[ing] our approach to the environment.... The environment we 

work in includes clean air, water, and ecosystems, which people, plants, and animals depend 

upon." Amended Complaint, 1643. 
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Exxon contends that the court should dismiss this claim because the statements the 

Commonwealth alleges are deceptive do not violate c. 93A because they are "truthful at best and 

mere puffery at worst." van Schonau-Riedweg, 95 Mass. App. Ct. at 497; see also Hansmann v. 

Nationstar Mortg., LLC, 2014 Mass. App. Unpub. LEXIS 797 *3 (2014), citing Kwaak v. Pfizer, 

Inc., 71 Mass. App. Ct. 293, 300-301 '(2008) ("permissible puffery" statements are distinct from 

actionable conduct under c. 93A). The determination, however, of whether statements are 

actionable misrepresentations or inactionable puffery is not appropriate at a motion to dismiss 

stage. See Marram, 442 Mass. at 62; NPS, LLC, 706 F. Supp. 2d at 172 ("Courts vary in their 

conclusions of just where the line between [ civilly actionable] misrepresentation and 

[inactionable] puffery lies, and often the determination is highly fact-specific."). 

Further, as discussed earlier, the Commonwealth does not have to allege that any 

statement was false nor is it appropriate to resolve at the motion to dismiss stage what a 

reasonable consumer would think about Exxon's representations. Finally, Exxon argues that it 

did not make the challenged "greenwashing" statements in connection with the sale or offer to 

sell any "services" or "property." G.L. c. 93A, § I. The Commonwealth alleges, however, that 

Exxon's "greenwashing" campaign is designed to "induce consumers to purchase its products." 

Amended Complaint, ,r 540. The Commonwealth has thus sufficiently alleged that Exxon 

engaged in deceptive practices with respect to the "greenwashing" claim. 

III. First Amendment 

Exxon contends that the complaint must be dismissed because the Commonwealth seeks 

to use c. 93A to compel speech in violation of the First Amendment. Commercial speech is 

protected by the First Amendment if it concerns lawful activity and is not misleading. Central 

Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Pub. Serv. Comm'n of New York, 447 U.S. 557,566 (1980); see 
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also Illinois ex rel. Madigan v. Telemarketing Associates, Inc., 538 US 600,612 (2003) (First 

Amendment does not protect fraud). Here, the Commonwealth alleges that Exxon made 

misleading statements to consumers and investors in violation of G.L. c. 93A. This court is not 

in a position, at least at this stage, to determine whether any particular statement is protected by 

the First Amendment. 

ORDER 

For the reasons stated and other reasons articulated in the Commonwealth's Opposition, 

it is hereby ORDERED that the Defendant's Motion to Dismiss is DENIED. 

/ s/ Karen F. Green 
Karen F. Green 
Associate Justice of the Superior Court 

Dated: June 22, 2021 
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